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THE 19ATURE AND ACTION OF THE

CAUSES OF DYSPNŒA IN PNEUMO-
NIA, OTHERWISE THAN HEPATIZA-
TION, AND THEIR SPECIFIO TREAT-
MENT.

BY BEDFORD BRoWN, M.D., ALEXANDRIA, VA.

The function of respiration may be affected
1k very differently in individual cases by the same

extent of. consolidation of pulmonary tissue in
pneumnonitis.

The consolidation of one-half or three-fourths
of one lung may, in one patient, prove the
cause of no serious disturbance of respiration,
while the same extent in another case would
be attended with an extreme degree of dysp-
noa. Again, a very limited pieumonitis,

in one person would scarcely elevate
eth respiratory rate above the healthy standard,

5uay in others cause serious respiratory em-
arassment.
These facts, which are familiar to all medical
e would indicate that the sympton of dysp-
a to which ve attach so much importance
ur prognosis, and as a guide to treatment

'pneumnonia, does not always correspond in
degresiththhe amout of tissiue involved in

e of hepatization, but that other
r also operative for its 'production, th e

9,tiDnd action of which are necessary to be
Clearly Cozmprehended.

h mortance of dyspnea in pneuimonia, in
iu lars as a symptoni, cannot well be
sted No fatal case of pneumonia has

nder my observation which was not
d by the most distressing dyspnea.

Prolonged and close investigation of the sub-
ject of dyspnoea, convinces me that it is not a
simple result only of mechanical obstruction of
a certain set of air cells, but that really the
causes of this symptom are rather of a complex
character, and are most intimately associated
with the disordered functions of both the heart
and lungs. As a confirmation of this state-
ment, we know that with a soand heart acting
with perfect rhythm, slowly and forcibly in
pneumonitis, thougli very considerable consoli-
dation of lung may éxist, there will generally
be but slight resulting dyspnoea. On the con-
trary, if, in pneumonia, the leart acts irregu-
larly, feebly, and with unusual frequency,
though the area of hepatization may be mode-
rate in extent, there will alniost of a certainty
be troublesome dyspnea.

In health, the respiration rate varies fron
nineteen to twenty-one per minute, while thé
pulse rate also -varies froin sixty to seventy per
minute, This is the normal pulse-respiration
ratio or equilibrium. There are also abnornal
pulse respiration ratios. For instance, when
the rate of cardiac action rises to one hundred
and twenty-five, probably the respiration rate
will, of necessity, also rise to forty or more.
This is an abnormal pulse-respiration rate.
Thus it is just as essential that this equilibrium
should be maintained in disease as in health, by
the adaptation of the rate of respiration to that
of the heart. The latter follows the former in-
variably in the process of adaptation.

When hepatization has been fully estab-
lished, the pulmonary circulation is absolutely
suspended through the consolidated portion of
lung. It is positively cut off from that avenue.
Therefore all the blood of the entire system must
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pass through the pulmonary vessels of the
healthy portions of the lungs. This, of course,
creates a necessity for an increased number of
inspirations per minute, to compensate för the
diminution of pulmonary capacity, and also for
the increased pulse-rate.

So long as the column of blood from the right
side of the heart can pass to the left, regularly,
evenly and continuously, admitting suflicient
air for its oxygenation into the lungs, there
need be only a few additional inspirations per
minute, to compensate for the loss of breathing
space. But -when there is a failure to do this,
either from inadequacy of cardiac power, or
from excess of that power, or from some inter-
vening circumstance, as oedema, excess of bron-
chial accumulation, and more venons blood
accumulates in the healthy lung tissue than
can pass to the left side, then true dyspnoea
begins, with all its train of distressing conse-
quences. So there is a marked distinction to be
drawn between the laboured breathing of true
dyspnea caused by a sense of impending suffo-
cation, and the simple acceleration of respira-
tion necessary to meet the new rate of cardiac
action. The action of those remarkable seda-
tives, veratrum and aconite, -serves to illus-
trate this question in an interesting manner.

The primary therapeutie influence here is on
the action and rate of the heart. When these
have been reduced to within an approximation
of the normal standard, thougli extensive
pneumonic hepatization may exist, the respira-
tion rate will surely fall correspondingly-the
two keeping pace, as closely as in the abnor-
mal rise.

EDEMA OF THE LUNGS IN PNEUMONIA A

CAUSE oF. DYsPNoA.-Edema of the pulmon-
ary tissue is a very common factor in the causa-
tion of dyspnea in this affection. To some
extent, it doubtless exists in a majority of
cases; but in certain instances it becomes
excessive, when it proves a dangerous obstacle
to respiration.

The forms of pneumonitis most prone to pul-
monary odema are the typhoid, malarial, and
those cases associated with great blood im-
poverishment, as in anaemia and uromia, the
poisoning of pytemia, and lastly, in mitral
disease.

In inalignant typhoid and malarial pneu.
inoiitis, oedematous effusion in the puinonary
tissue is often so sudden, rapid and overwheln.
ingly extensive as to cause tie most alarming
dyspnea, and not unfrequently a suspension of
respiration within a few hours after the first
onset. This condition of affairs is not unfre-
quently confounded with active congestion, and
the error is often acted on. In these cases,
tihe primary effect on the pulmonary circulation
is obstruction, then. passive engorgenient of
the pulmonary circulation, excessive accuunila-
tion of venous blood in the right ventrice
and auricle, and finally in the entire venous
system, causing not unfrequently thrombosis
of the pulmonary artery. We have here a
state of affairs co-operating for the production
of dyspnoea, more exquisitely painful and
alarming than in almost any other form of this.
disease.

No one can witness such scenes as these
cases present without appreciating the import-
ance of the subject of its various causes, its
serious bearing on the course and termination
of pueumonia, and without entertaining a deep
and earnest desire 4o afford relief from the
suffering and danger which it entails.

SPECIAL TREATMENT OF IPULMONARY RI DElA."

-In the treatment of this condition of the
lung, the conbination of infusion of digitalis
in full doses, with the tincture of the chloride
of iron, and ,infusion of ergot, constitutes a
valuable and eflicient means of removing he
effusion, and of improving the general state of
both the circulation' and blood. To this tna
be added, to render the diuretic action of the
treatment more décided, the liquor anit
acetatis. The value and efficiency of these
remedies depends very much on their frequent
repetition.

The application of revulsives, in the form of "
extensive dry cupping, and, if necessary to
procure relief, over the entire chest, and, in
deed, over both the diseased and helthY
lungs, when oedema is excessive and the d
noea is very great, is invaluable. This re
is equally applicable to the treatment of
various conditions causing dyspnea. I", 5,
tion in relieving distressing dyspna n
these circumstances is often prompt and
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Forty or fifty dry cups applied over the chest,

produce enormous dilatation of cutaneous and

suboutaneous capillaries and arterioles, which,
when considered in the aggregate, constitutes a

very extensive temporary diverticulum, capable
of retaining, for some little time, a pound or
more of blood, which forms a freer and larger
channel for the diversion of blood, which it is
desirable to save, from the internal and now
embarrassed channels. It is remarkable how
long this extensive dilatation of these external
vessels will continue to invite this free and
abundant supply of blood to themselves from
the internal organs.

All are familiar with the troublesome and
excessive homorrhages which a few dilated
capillaries of the mucous surface will cause by
creating a new and free channel for the circula-
tion. The principle of action of this remedy is
very similar. This diversion of a large portion
of blood from the internal circulation to the ex-
ternal,by dilating the arterioles to two or three
times their natural calibre, relieves the right
ventricle from inuch of its labour in these
cases, and the pulmonary circulation from its
overloaded condition, and, in part, from the
danger of thrombosis.

mucous coat, remains flxed, and consequently
charged with carbonic acid gas. This poison
acts the part of a sedative on the respiratory
and vaso-motor systems, as potent as aconite or
veratrum, producing a state of anesthesia, and
ultimately paralysis of the muscular structure
of the bronchi.

We often see grave cases of pneumonitis, in
which there are extensive moist bronchial râles
withi very laboured breathing, much lividity of
complexion, frequent, feeble pulse, with either
very inefficient cough or its entire absence.
While the râles are often loud and noisy, the
patient is partially insensible to suffering, ex-
cept from difficult breathing. Without prompt
relief, these cases go on from bad to worse, the
mucus accumulating in the bronchial tubes,
dyspnea and lividity continuing to increase,
while the cough is not only suppressed, but the
patient feels no desire to cougli, and but little
pain or inconvenience. In truth, at this stage
of the case, there is a universal state of anes-
thesia pervading not only the vaso-motor and
respiratory system of nerves, but also affecting
those of sensation and volition through the
great nervous centres, from the presence of
carbonie acid gas-an anesthetic as effective,

d A -1, il f HreL:
xcEssIvE Mucous ACCUMULATIONS AND

BRONCHIAL PARALYSIS AS A CAUSE OF DYsP- is a cause of dyspnca which must and will

NRA.-Bronchitis as a complication of acute come under the observation of every practical

Ëleumonitis, is not unusual. In many of this physician.
elass of cass, the mucous secretion is copious TREATMENT OF BRoNCIAL OBsTRUCTIoN AND
and rapid. The accumulation in the bronchial PARALYsIs.-There are two leading objects to
tubes is greater than its expulsion by cough. be accomplished in treating these conditions-thlis ccmuation toa iseplionreasei

his accumulation continuing to increase, dila- one, to stimulate bronchial action and relieve
taon necessarily follows, terminating ulti- paralysis; the other, to remove excessive ac-
mately in complete relaxation of the bronchial cumulation.
t'ubesadboca aayiwt eydn In relaxation of the bronchite and loss of

tus and branchial paralysis, with a very dan-
gerous state of insensibility, or aníosthesia of sensibiity, witl defective expectoration when

ere spiratory system ofnerves, andthose of the nucussecretioniscopious, but thinincon-
the 'vaso-motor system distributed1 to the lungs. sset n o eaiutefe diita
Under these circumistances, cough and expecto- tion o£ nitrie acid, combined with minute
ratineierecneocuseniey quantities of nux vomica and ipecac, constituten): either decline or cease entirely.

nthis class of casés, bronchial occlusion from the most potent means of exciting bronchial
cou collection and paralysis is, if extensive, expulsive tion, and correcting this state or

r t with extreme danger, and is always the paralysis, which we have. The ipecac acts on

of intense dyspnoa. When perfect oc- the musculax coat'of the bronchial tubes as a
cf a bronchial tube from the presence stimulant, causing actiqe contraction and ex-

mucous plug occurs, the venous blood in pulsion of contents. In this nanner, cougl
capillaries distrîbuted over its and expectoration Inaybe restored under a -
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most hopeless circumstances. When
relaxation extends to the general system,

this
and

there ls universal prostration and a tendency to
debilitating perspiration, sulphuric acid and
belladonna may be added to the treatment with

advantage. When the mucous secretions are
of the character spoken of, the mineral acids
are specially adapted. On the contrary, when
they are tenacious -and adhesive in character,
the acids are injurious, and the alkalies, parti-
cularly the preparations of ammonia, are pecu-
liarly useful, as solvents, to aid in their expul-
sion. By the use of acids, we desire to curtail
and diminish those copious secretions which
endanger life by quantity. Hence, they are
useful in a condition the opposite of that of the

sthenic type, and are, therefore, only suited to
states of debility and relaxation.

When the bronchial tubes are overloaded
with thick, tenacious and adhesive mucus,
while in a state of insensibility and paralysis,
with inefficient cough, distressing dyspnua and
lividity of complexion, we must introduce an
agent which can act as a solvent of this tenacious
material, and, at the same time, use means to
stimulate the dormant nervous powers con-
cerned in the process of respiration, to expel
the cause of obstruction. The alkaline agents,
carbonate of ammonia and bicarbonate of soda,
in combination with the wine of ipecac and
tincture of nux vomica, unite ail the medicinal
properties requisite for these purposes. If the
administration of ipecac is commenced in small
doses and progressively increased, the stomach
comes to tolerate very large quantities of the
remedy, which acts decidedly and efficiently in

connection with the other agents in causing
free expectoration and the re-establishment of

cough.

WEAK AND IRRITABLE IIEART FRoM NATURAL

CAUSES THE MEANS OF PRODUCING DYsPNmEA
IN IPNEUMNITIs.-The natural strength Of the
muscular structures of the heart, and its force of
contractile power, differ very widely in different
individuals, without actually being a condition
of disease. In many constitutions, the cardiac
muscle is so attenuated in structure and feeble
in action as to place the subject at decided·dis-
advantage in an acute attack of pneumonia.

Much, in pneumonia, depends on a strong,

forcibly-acting, non-irritable right ventricle,
with a steady and regular contractile power.
Females and feeble men proverbialy do not
resist attacks of pneumonia as well as strong
males. It grows out of the fact that the mus-
cular structure of the heart in the former is
weaker than in the latter and the nervous

powers also more feeble.
Just in proportion as the heart, in its organ-

ism and function, diverges from the average
standard of strength, will there be difficulty, in
the event of an attack of pneumonia, in sustain-
ing the regularity of the pulmonary circulation,
and in equal ratio will there be embarrassment
of respiration. Thus, it is not difficult to un-
derstand why it is that in the case of two in-
dividuals with the same extent of local disease
-one baving a strong, non-irritable, slowly-
acting heart, the other having a feeble, attenu-

ated, excitable organ-the former will suffer so
little and the latter so much from dyspnœa in

pneumonia.
Probably one of the best evidences of car-

diac weakness in pneumonia, is inordinate
frequency of action. Just in proportion to
the increase of frequency of action is there
loss of strength and power. A heart acting
at the rate of one hundred per minute, can-
not sustain a column of blood, or, in other

words, the body in a perpendicular position

and the respiration at a normal standard, as long
as one acting at the rate of seventy. In propor-

tion also as the ventricular contractions gain
in frequency and lose force, the power to su-
tain the pulmonary circulation declines, while

venous blood acèumulates in the lungs, causing

extreme dyspncea. Thus, when the rate of yen

tricular contraction reaches one hundred and

thirty or forty per minute, they become so

feeble in propelling force that the right ventricle

fails to force the pulmonary circulation
through, while the left ventricle, in noAreceid,

ing its accustomed supply of oxygenated blood,

fails to throw the arterial column with sufficieB,

force to the systemic capillaries.

In this way, there is inordinate accumulaêôIý

of blood in the entire venous system, and, con-
sequently, excessive disturbance of respira
with dyspnœa.

-Now, if, by any means, the rate of cardiSC

188 CA1ADIAN JOURNAL
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action can be restored to seventy or eighty in
rate per minute, without impairing ventricular
power, we will not only observe the capillary
circulation moving on regularly through the

pulmonary vessels, but blood aeration will be
restored, and all dyspnca relieved.

TREATMENT OF DYSPNGA CAUSED BY WEAK
AND IRRITABLE IIEART IN PNEUMoNIA.-The
most important considerations for the relief of
this condition are to slow the inordinate fre-
quency of the heart's action, and at the same
time not only not impair its force, but actually
to increase cardiac power. The right ventricle,
which, in these cases, makes extraordinary ef-
forts to propel the colunin of blood through
the obstructed lungs, being unequal to the task,
becomes enfeebled, exhausted, and exceedingly
irritable. To impart the wanted power of con-
traction, and to lessen irritability, we have at
our command active agents, which exert an ex-
ceedingly energetic influence on the vaso-motor
system-both having a tonic and sedative in-
fluence on the heart. These agents are digita-
lis, belladonna and nux vomica. By this com-
Lination, with the aid of stimulants and
nourishment, the excessive action of the heart
may be reduced to the normal standard, while
the right ventricle receives ample power to
sustain the pulmonary circulation, until resolu-
tionl has been accomplished.

SOFTENING OF THE MUSCULAR STRUCTURE OF

TE DIEART A CAUSE OE ExcEssivE DYSPNRAE
IN PNEUMoNIA.-Softening of the heart of an
acute character is a far more frequent compli-
cation of pneumonia than is usually supposed.
t may exist only in a slight or partial degree,

when the muscular structure of the organ has
lost but little of strength and elasticity, or it
lnay pervade the muscular fibres to such an ex-
tent as to render them entirely friable, so as
largely to deprive tbem of their contractile
power. This condition of the heart, in various
degrees of intensity, is not an unusual accom-

uPÎ.nimeRt of the malignant and adynamic types
neumonia, and in all cases wherein there is

depreciated state of the blood.
nder these circumstances, the ventricular
are greatly enfeebled, and rendered far
capable of forcible action or prolonged

nuIder excitement, or- when called

upon for the performance of unusual labour, as
may be required to sustain the pulmonary cir-
culation through the diseased lung. Attenua-
tion and dilatation of the cardiac walls may
prove an additional complication. Softening
of the heart in pneumonia presents characteris-
tics very similar to the same condition in
typhoid fever. Cardiac action, is exceedingly
rapid and feeble. There is usually absence of
impulse, or, if present, it amnounts to a mere
vibratory thrill. The systolic sound is gene-
rally absent, or very indistinct. Dyspnea
is always very distressing in these cases.
The tendency to asphyxia is decided, as indi-
cated by the lividity of complexion and tongue.

When the rate of cardiac action reaches one
hundred and forty, the two sounds are merged
into one-the systolic being lost. The respira-
tion not unusually amounts to sixty per minute.
In this class of cases, the equilibrium in the
circulation between the arterial and venous
systems is, for the time, lost-the larger pro-
portion of blood accumulating in the latter,
while the former is deprived of its proper

supply.
The walls of the right ventricle, upon the

vigour of which everything depends in pneu-
monia, contract rapidly, but with exceeding
feebleness and inefficiency. That peculiar spi-
ral character of ventricular contraction, which
is prolonged, forcible and effective in propelling
the column of blood onward through the lungs
from the right to the left side of the heart, is
lost, and there is substituted in its place a con-
traction which, from loss of power and exces-
sive frequency, becomes concentric in charac-
ter. In this manner, the right ventricle be-
comes incapable of fully sustaining the pul-
monary circulation, while the process of engorge-
ment progresses, causing the most intense
degree of dyspnea.

TREATMENT OF. DYsPNGA FROM CARDIAc
SOFTENING IN PNEUMoNIA.-The primary object
in these cases is to slow the rate of cardiac
action, and at the same time to strengthen the
power of ventricular contraction, by the in-
fluence of those tonics and sedatives which act
on the heart through the vaso-motor systems,
The infusion of digitalis and tincture of nux
vomica, in combination, will accomplish that
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object* better than almost any other agents,
particularly when associated with nourishment
and diffusible stimulants.

For the permanent improvement of the con-
dition of the blood, which is always depreciated
in these cases, the nutrition of the tissues of
the heart, and the restoration of its impaired
forces, the tincture of the chloride of iron, the
solution of the acetate of ammonia, and arsenic,
in the form of Fowler's solution, are all valu-
able. It will be seen that in the treatment of
dyspnœa arising in this connection, we must
look really more to the state of the. heart and
its action than to that of the lungs. As a
rule, in these cases it will be found that in pro-
portion to the restoration of the action of the
heart towards a healthy standard of force and
rate, difficulty of respiration will decline, and
the case progress favourably.

In regard to the specific action of digitalis
on the heart, there can be no doubt that it is
directed with as much, if not more, force to'
the right ventricle than the left. This is
clearly illustrated by/its action in cases of ex-
cessive mitral constriction, with pulmonary
engorgement anldyspnçea. Here the dilata-
tion, impaired power and enfeebled action,and,
not unfrequently, softening of tissue, are con-
fined to the right ventricle. The digitalis, by
its tonic and regulating influence on this ven-
tricle alone,- enables it to propel the pulmon-
ary circulation through the constricted mitral
orifice, relieving the engorgement and dyspnœa.
By this influence, the right ventricle has ac-
quired the additional force necessary to over-
come the forward obstruction. This is a sim-
ple example of the action of the same thera-
peutic agent in the softened and impaired con-
dition of the right ventricle in pneuinonia, with
excessive difficulty of breathing.

UNEQUAL ACTION OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT

VENTRICLES A CAUSE oF ExcEssIvE DYsPNoA
IN PNEUMoNIA.-In violent attacks of acute
pneumonia of a genuine sthenic type, when the
right ventricle, acting with inordinate power,
and at'an increased rate of frequency, propels
with greater rapidity a much larger amount of
venous blood into the pulmonary vessels than
they can carry through into the left auricle,
there results a highly deceptive state of affairs.

In these cases, by excessive action of the right
ventricle, the cardiac impulse becomes exceed-
ingly violent and forcible ; the dyspna is very
great, and the temperature high; while the
radial pulse, though accelerated, is apparently,
in its softness and feebleness of character,
entirely disproportioned to the violence of type
of the other symptoms. In such cases, there
is active and extreme engorgement of the pul-
monary circulation; and in a former genera-
tion, when plilebotomy was fashionable, me-
dical men were wont to bleed, knowing that,
in proportion as venous and pulmonary conges-
tion was relieved, there would be developed
strength and force in the râdial pulse.

TREATHENT.-In this class of cases, the
action of those cardiac sedatives-aconite and
veratrum viride-by their direct and prompt
influence on the inordinately excited right
ventricle, slows and regulates its action towards
a normal standard, permits the congested lungs
to disgorge their excess of blood, and the left
ventricle to receive its full share of the circu-
lating current. In this manner, while the
violence of cardiac impulse and excitement
are allayed, the dyspnea is relieved, and the
pulse is both ýslowed in rate and increased in
force. In weak and irritable hearts and in,
softening of the heart, inducing impairment of
its force in pneumonia, attended with dysp-
noa, we need a cardiac slower, with tonic
powers, such as digitalis, to reduce frequency of
action and give ventricular strength. In vio-
lent action of the organ with too much power
but aiso dangerously affecting the respiration'
we need also a cardiac slower, but with sedative

properties, as the aconite.- Vir. Med. Montidy,

IRoN ANn DiGITALIs.-It is often very de-
sirable to give these remedies together. '
common way has been to administer the am-
monio-citrate of iron and tincture of digitali.
According to Mr. F. Y. Livy, however, in the
Britishb Medical Journal, a mixture of tinct.
of muriate of iron, tincture Of digitalis, auJ'
dilute phosphoric acid, is the best formu.
The acid prevents the formation of a tannate,,
and is useful in case there is any stomali,
disorder. We have tried the above mtU
and find it without precipitate, as describ8d.
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THE GULSTONIASN LECTURES ON
EPILEPSY.

BY W. R. GOWERs5, MD., F.R.C.P.

The treatment of epilepsy is a subject on
wlich numerical analysis gives little help. A
large niunber of cases are under observation too
short a time to enable the effect of remedies to,
be fairly estimated; and of the cases in which
benefit is derived, we have no means of ascer-
taining how many relapse when treatment is
discontinued. My notes of the result of treat-
ment in this series of cases -extend to 562
cases only. In the remainder, either the period
of observation was too short for a just conclu-
sion to be drawn, or, in the press of out-patient
work, the influence of remedies was not noted
with suficient precision. The effect of treat-
ment is more likely to be recorded when it is
distinct and considerable, than when it is slight.
Hence the following figures have no relative
value, Of the 562 cases, the attacks ceased
while the treatment was moaintained in 241;
doubtless rany of these relapsed when treat-
ment was discontinued, but in a few I have
been able to ascertain that the patients remained
free from fits even for years after they ceased
to take medicine. In 266 cases, improvement
short of arrest was obtained; the fits being re-
duced in many to -, n, , and even -- of

their former frequency. In 55 cases, little imi-
provement was obtained by any method of
treatment.

Time forbids me to enter at length on the
details of treatment, and I can do little more
than mention the remedies which in this series
of cases were of most distinct service. The sub-
ject of possible modes of action it is better to
leave almost untouched. It may be doubted

hether a rational therapeutics of epilepsy is
yet possible. At any rate, up to the present
ie, remedies used empirically have been of
ot service.

Although the results show that we must not
ly aely exclusively upon bromides in our
atment of epilepsyj tbey show also, as might

Pected, that on these our chief trust must
1e bplaced. Of the arrests of fits, 66 per

e E of the improvements short of arrest,
n, were due to bromides given alone.

Of the three alkaline salts of bromine, that of
potassium deserves, I think, as it has popularly
received, the first place. I have made a careful
comparison between the salts of sodium and of
potassium in a series of about fifty cases, substi-
tuting the one for the other. In a few cases
the sodic salt appeared to do better; in the great
majority it was"distinctly less useful. Bromide
of ammonium possesses slightly more power
than bromide of potassium; but this is not
greater than the larger quantity of bromide
it contains will account for.

The period after its administration at which
the maximum effect of a dose of a bromide is ob-
tained varies, I believe, with the dose. The
larger the dose, the longer is the maximum
effect deferred; the smaller the dose, the sooner
does it occur, and the sooner is its action over.
When small doses are employed in cases in
which attacks occur at regular times, they should
not therefore be given more than two or three
hours before the attack is expected. This is
contrary to some opinions which have been ex-
pressed; but I have- several times knovn at-
tacks arrested when a dose was given about two
or three hours before the fit was expected, wbich
were not arrested when the dose was given
twelve hours earlier.

The effect of bromide upon fits appears to be
for a time cumulative, just as is, indeed, its
action in causing bromism. Attacks may con-
tinue under its administration for a time, and
yet ultimately cease without any increase in the
dose. On the other hand, still later, tolerance
or rather indifference may be established, and
attacks which have been for a time arrested
may ultimately recur.

Drugs which increase reflex action, such as
strychnia, are now believed to do so by lessen-
ing the resistance in the nerve-centres involved.
Bromide diminishes reflex action, antagonîises
strychnia, and it is probable that it does so by
increasing the resistance in the centres. If the
view above expressed is correct, that the mor-
bid state in epilepsy is essentially an instability
of the resistance in the cells, it is also probable
that bromide of potassium acts by increasing
the stability of this resistance.

Bromide is commonly administered in a con-
tinuous course, in such moderate doses as will
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just suffice to keep the lits in check. Given
thus, it needs to be given frequently. I have
more than onco observed that a daily quantity
which, given in two doses, did not quite arrest
the lits, arrested them completely when given
in three doses. If, therefore, the greater con-
venience of infrequent doses-one or two daily
-be preferred, a somewhat larger quantity must
be given.

When the bromide is thus given continuously,
it lias not seemed to me desirable to increase
the daily dose beyond a drachm or a drachm
and a half. If this do not arrest the fits, I have
rarely found that larger doses succeed so well
as the combination of bromide with other drugs.
But it is, I think, open to question whether
the method of administration, using doses only
just sufficient to -arrest the lits, is the wisest in
all cases. If bromide cure epilepsy, as without
doubt it does sometimes, it must be by effecting
a nutritive ch ange in the nerve-cells correspond-
ing to its action, whereby they are rendered
permanently more stable. That it, or any other
drug, does good by influencing the vascular state
of the brain, appears to me to be improbable.
Even if such were its action, we are only driven
back to a similar influence in increasing the
stability of the cells of the vaso-motor centre.
There are, I think, many grounds for the belief
that the change in the nutrition of the cells may
be produced Miore effectually by subjecting the
patient for a time to the full influence of bro-
mide, giving doses much larger than are needed
to arrest the fits, in the hope of producing more
readily a permanent nutritive change. In giv-
ing bromide thus, I have preferred large doses
at intervals of two or three days, gradually in-
creasing the dose until it is as large as can be
well borne, and then diminishing it. The
largest single doses which I have given in this
way have been doses of one ounce. This, in
some patients, produces slight stupor, sometimes
reaching its maximum on the second day after
the dose. In other cases, it produces very little
disturbance beyond headache. From the
marked difference which patients present in
their tolerance, it is not well to begin this
method of treatment with a larger dose than
four drachms.

The value of the various combinations of the

bromide with other drugs was tested, as far as
possible, on an uniform plan. First, bromide
was given alone for several months, and the
additional drug was added to the same dose of
bromide, and the result watched for several
months longer. Of the varions combinations
whicli are in common use,those withdigitalisand
bellad onna unquestionably deserve, as they have
commonly received, the first place. Digitalis is
one of the oldest remedies for epilepsy. It was
recommended by Parkinson tv)o hundred years
ago, and bas been perhaps for a still longer time a
popular remedy-for this disease in certain rural
districts in the West of England. I have met
with no case in which, given alone, digitalis
arrested the fits for more than a few months,
but in several cases it effected very distinct
improvement. The combination of digitalis
and bromide, however, was distinctly more use-
ful than bromide cnly, in no fewer than sixty-
three cases. In more than half of these, thirty-
seven cases, the attacks ceased under its use, al-
though they had continued under bromide alone,
In the cases in which cardiac disturbance was
associated, the combination vas almost always
superior to bromide alone; but its use is not
confined to these cases. Many cases of noctur-
nl and other forms of epilepsy yielded to the
combination, although the attacks had continued
under bromide, and this -when there was no evi-*
dence of cardiac disease. I know of one patient
with nocturnal epilepsy who, for two years-
under this coibination, bas not had a singlefit,
although the attacks occurred every few weeks
with bromide only.

In rare cases, belladonna alone will arrest
attacks. I have met with only one case inC
which attacks, which continued on bromidt
ceased entirely when belladonna was substitute,

and this was a case with hystero-epileptic sYmpll>
toms. The combination of bromide and hel

donna, however, was distinctly better tha

bromide alone in thirty-five cases, and in fifteeii
of these arrest of the fits was thus obtaiued.

Indian hemp was first employed in epi
by Dr. Reynolds, and is sometimes of ar
value. In one case, the attacks were inva l
arrested for many months by its use, rec
only when the patient ceased attendan
twice, on his resuming attendance, the d
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stantly arrested the attacks. When bromide

was substituted for the Indian hemp, the attacks

at once recurred. Combined with bromide it is

aiso sometimes useful, and seems to exercise

most influence over attacks in cases in which

there is persistent headache. The same fact bas

seemed true of the combination with gelsemi-

num.
The use of opium in epilepsy has long been

advocated by Dr. Radcliffe, and in some cases is
certainly effective. The combination of bromide
and morphia I have rarely found to present

special advantages. In the status epilepticus,
in which attacks occur with great frequency
and severity, and where bromide, even in large
doses, was useless, I have found small hypoder-
mie injections of morphia of great service.

The coibination of bromide with aconite and

hydrocyanic acid I have also tried, and found
in some cases slightly better than bromide only.
The addition of -iodide to bromide Las been
lately said to increase its effect. Occasionally
this is truc, and in four cases of the series the
combination was distinctly better than bromide
only, but in many other cases it was ineffective.
Even in the cases on the subjects of inherited

sypbilis, it bas not appeared of special value.
Zinc unquestionly deserves some of the re-

puteithas enjoyed for more than a hundred years
asan anti-epileptic. Of the cases of this series in

lioh it was employed, it was distinctly useful
inten, but in only three did the attacks cease.
Ia three otber cases, attacks which continued
under bromide ceased under bromide and zinc;
andin afourth, they ceased under zinc, digitalis,
and bromide The oxide of zinc was the form
Conmonly employed. Its nauseating influence

nlstitutes a serious drawback to its use, as tole-
iation is difficult to establish, and I have rarely

ceeded in giving more than twenty grains a-
d Br70otnide of zinc has seemed of small value,

nd is borne badly. The addition of arsenic to
ro iude in no case produced any marked effect

the attacks. It was used in a large number of
on account of the readiness with which, it
nnd, the bromide rasb could be prevented

b tUse.

ide of camphor, highly praised by
rneville, was tried in a considerable number

ithout any good results. Turpentine

bas been recommended by Dr. Radcliffe, and I
have seen it produce very striking benefit, but
only in cases of hystero-epilepsy.

The use of iron in epilepsy lias been discoun-
tenanced by high authorities, on grounds which
are not altogether beyond question. lu rare
cases it increased the frequency of attacks; in
the majority of cases in which it was used, it
was borne without any ill result; in many, the
addition of iron to bromide was attended with
a marked and permanent improvement, and in
some cases iron alone arrested the fits. The
series includes four cases which ceased under
iron only, and eight others in which iron alone
was distinctly better than bromide, and nine-
teen cases in which the addition of iron to bro-
mide exercised a marked influence. In no
fewer than eleven cases, attacks, which persisted
on bromide, ceased on the addition of iron, and
remained absent as long as the treatment was
continued.

In several inveterate cases of epilepsy, in
which bromide had no effect, I have tried borax.
In some cases it did ro good, but in twelve its
value was most distinct. I may mention one
or two. In one, fits which had continued on
bromide and on zinc, ceased entirely on borax
for three months, and then only recurred when
the medicine was discontinued. In another
case, the fits continued (about one weekly) dur-
ing three ionths' treatment on bromide and on
belladonna. Borax was then substituted, the
fits at once ceased, and for five months the
patient had not a single fit; then he had one in
each of the two following months; the dose of
borax was increased, and up to the present time
(eight months later) no other attack bas oc-
curred. In a third case, one or two attacks
occurred once a fortniglit on bromide. Borax
was substituted, and for five months the patient
had not a single fit. The doses given have been
ten to fifteen grains, twice or three times a day.
It produces in some patients gastro-intestinal
disturbance, and, rarely, a form of dysenteric
diarrha, By others it is well borne, and one
of my patients bas taken forty-five grains a day
for twelve months without the slightest incon-
venience, and says that no medicine bas ever
done him so much good. In cases in which
bromide fails, borax certainly deserves a trial.

193
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The use of cocculus Indicus in epilepsy, re-
commended by Dujardin-Beaumetz, has lately
attracted attention in consequence of the recom-
mendation of Planat. I have tried the alkaloid
picrotoxine in a few instances, but in only one
case has it appeared to do good. My own ex-
perience of its use bas, however, been small;
and I ai very much indebted to ny colleague,
Dr. Ramskill, for permitting me to mention
some interesting results which lie bas obtained
by the hypoderinie injection of picrotoxine.
His experience of its effect on the fits when
given throu'gh the skin is nearly the same as
my own of its employment by the mouth. In
seven cases in which'it was injected, in daily
doses of from one to four milligrammes, no be-
neficial result was obtained; in most cases, in-
deed, the attacks were rather more frequent and
severe. Of course, we are notjustified in assum-
ing that the effect of picrotoxine and of the coc-
cnuiis Indicus itself are identical. A very
interesting fact las, however, been ascertained
by Dr. Riamskill, viz., that picrotxine in larger
doses of from fifteen to eighteen milligrammes
will almost invariably produce a fit in twenty
or thirty minutes. In one patient, for instance

(according to the notes of Mr. Broster, who
carried out the experiments), the dose was daily
increased, and, when more than five milli-
grammes were injected, a sensation of giddiness
followed, similar to that with which the attacks
commenced. The saie effect followed larger
injections, aiid, when the dose reached eighteen
milligrammes, a severe attack occurred thirty
minutes later, and an attack always followed
the injection of this dose. In another patient,
a similar progressive increase of the dose was
follo-wed by giddiness and headache when eight
milligrammes were injected. , When the dose of
fifteeu milligrammes was reacied a severe epi-
leptic fit followed. Next day a second dose of
fifteen milligrammes did not cause a fit; but
eighteen milligrammes, two da.ys later, caused a
fit in half an hour. After a week's intermission,
twenty-four milligrammes were injected, and a
severe fit occurred in twenty-five minutes. In
a third patient, a fit occurred after one injection
of eight milligrammes, but ten milligrammes
next day caused no fit. Fifteen milligrammes,
however, were followed by a fit in thirty min-

utes, and a second injection of the saine dose
the foilowing day caused a tit in fifteen minutes
Seventeen milligrammes next day caused a fit
in thirty minutes. In a fourth patient, a sin-

gle dose of eighteen milligrammes caused, in ten
minutes, giddiness and slight dazzling before the
eyes, and in thirty minutes there occurred the
usual aura of an attack: a sensation of something
creeping up the righ t arm to the top of the head,
and nunbness and twitching in the riglit thigh
but no fit followed, althougl the patient was
stupid and dull for a time, just as after a fit.

Among other drugs which I have tried and
found useless, I may ment ron benzoate of soda
and nitro-glycerine. In hystero-epilepsy, bro-
mides, sometimes useful, fail entirely much
more frequently than in simple epilepsy; and
the conbinations with digitalis and belladonna
are also less frequently useful. Iron, especially
when guarded by aloes, is often of the highest
value, quite apart from1the existence of anomia-
and, next to it, valerianate of zinc, morphia
and turpeitine.

High authorities have urged on different

grounds that the diet of epileptics- should con-
tain little or no animal food. In a few obser-
vations which I have made by keeping a patien
under unaltered medicinal ,treatment for at_i-*
nate periods, on a diet with and without animal
food, I could observe no difference in the attacks,
except that in one patient they were slightly
more frequent in the periods when animal food
was excluded; and in one patient, hystero-ep i
leptic attacks on ordinary diet became, when
meat was excluded, severe epileptic fits, and.
again became hystero-epileptie when aanimal
food was restored.

In pure epilepsy, the only treatment during
the attacks is such care as shall secure the pa
tient, as far as possible, from injury. It i
very different with the attacks of hystero-ep1
lepsy, which, f rom their character, severity, snd
long duration, often furnish the attendants with
a task of no smali difficulty, and vhich can
almost always, be eut short by approriat
treatment. The patients often hurt themel
during the attacks, and some control i abso
lutely necessary. But, as already stated;
straint tends to increase the violence, and kià
the paroxysm last longer. Hence consideÏi14
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judgnent is often required, so to adjust control
as to be efficient and not too much, I have
seen these patients put within padded partitions
and left alone, but I have never nyself found
this necessary.

The slighter attacks can be arrested by. clos-
ing the mouth and nose with a towel for thirty
seconds, after Dr. IHare's niethod. The pro-
fornd effect on the respiratory centre, and the
related higlier centres, caused 1y the anoxoemia,
seems to arrest the convulsive action. Cold
water over the head is often successful if ap-
plied freely; in severe attacks, a moderate quan-
tity only excites redoubled violence, while a
second gallon is often more effectual than the
first. This has the disadvantage of drenching
the patient's head, and often giving cold. When
the mouth is open during attacks, a small quan-
tity of water poured into it is often effectua].
A much more convenient and more effectual
remedy than water, however, is strong faradi-
sation to the skin applied alinost anywhere, it
will coumonly quickly stop the attack. Of
ovarian compression I spoke ina previous lecture.
In this country, it is rare that ovarian pressure
will arrest an attack. In somne cases, all these

neans fail, even when thoroughly used, and I
-have known such attacks go on, in spite of
skilled treatment, for several hours. Chloro-
form is of little use; its administration is a
mnatter of extreme difficulty, often impossibility,
and the attack is commonly renewed when the
inluence of the anSsthetic passes off. The
rerarkable effect of nausea in relaxing spasm

Iedme some years ago to try the effect of injec-
ions of apomorphia, and. I have found in it an
nfailing means of arresting the attacks. After

the injection of a twelfth of a grain, in four
inutes with certainty ail spasm ceases, and

normal consciousness is restored; in six min-
tes the patient will get up and go to the sink;

in eiht minutes will vomit, and afterwards,
xcept for slight nausea, is well. A twentiëth

grain has the same action, but is rather
er in its operation. . Moreover, I have

that the treatment is, so far as the hyste-
r ptoms are concerned, curative as well
ative, for the attacks in many cases
efter a few paroxysns hadi been thus cut

I regret that, in this survey of some points
in the clinical history of these diseases, it bas
been necessary to omit all reference to many
facts regarding symptoms, diagnosis, and prog-
nosis, which are presented by the series of cases
analysed. I am conscious that, as it is, in the
details I have introduced, I have made a large
demand upon your patience. But it is only by
ascer'taining the facts of these diseases that we
can hope to learn their nature, or to find the
guidance in our efforts at prevention or at cure.

Whatever may have been the nature of the
demoniacal possessions of old, few who have
watched an epiieptie fit can doubt that they
have their representatives among us still. The
old power of casting them out has gone from
the earth ; and it is only by the study of their
origin and history, and careful experimnent in
their treatment, that we can hope to regain over
them snch pcwer as may stilil be possible to man.
And the present generation has witnessed an ad-
vance in the treatment of these diseases, equalled
in perhaps no other branch of therapeutics.
Thanks to the influence of one drug, the use of
which in epilepsy is due wholly to the Fellows
of this College, hundreds of epileptics have been
cured, and thousands are leading useful lives
who would otherwise have been incapacitated
by the disease. Although the condition of
many sufferers is still gloomy enough, it is not
without hope, and to them also, we may surely
trust, the progress of the recent past is the
dawn of a brighter day.-Britishi 3fedical

PERNIcious AinMIA: CIRRHoTIC CONTRAC-
TION OF THE SToMACH AND DISAPPEARANCE OF
THE GASTRIC FOLLICLES.--Nothnagel (dbi., Jan-
uary 31) reports a case, iii a shoemaker, aged
23, who had suffered nine years from nausea,
vomiting, anorexia, flatulence, and a feeling of
fulness in the epigastrium. In May, 1878, he
presented himself with symptoms of progressive
anomia. In spite of transfusion, the patient
died.

On post-mortem. the body presented a general
pallor;, in many of the internal organs blood
was found. The stomach was 5 inches long
and 2½ inches wide. Its walls, especially to-
wards the pylorus, were greatly thickened and
grated on cutting.

IMicroscopie examination showed the absence
of the follicles in the vicinity of the cardiac
orifice and a scantiness of vessels owing to the
developinent of fibrous tissue.



this was found to possess twenty times the di-
astatie power of the malt infusion alluded to."

CASTS OF THE URINIFEROUs TUBULES-THEIER
NATURE AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANE.-James

Tyson, M.D., Professor of General Pathology

and Morbid Anatomy in the TJniversity of

relapsing fever, and which contained spiril
On the sixth day the monkeys were attacke
with violent fever, and the blood was fled
spirilEe. Cohu, of Breslau,' has further l
vated this spirllum in successful culture f u

outside of the body, and reproduced v&1',
attacks with the third 'or fouith cu
fluid.
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MALT EXTRACT, AND DIGESTION OF Pennsy1vnia, thusconoludes a paper published
STARCH1. in the Philadephia Medical limes:

1. lylic ass refcndii ail forms c
The Mfedical Record of March, 1880, quotes disease as well as tenpoiary conges.

fron the Practiioner, Deceniber, 1879 : " Dr. tion ofthe kidney, active or passive.
Roberts, of Manchester, England, gives the re-
sults of his investigations on the subject Of the acute, and chronic parenchymatous nepliritis.
digestion of starch. 11e says that in infants IP the latter two forncs tlue'oels are generaly
under three or four nonths of age saliva bias a degeinerated and fragmedtary.
feeble, diastatie power; further, he lias ascer- 3.Bodcssaefudi1ct aecy

3 31. B1yalin casts are foud in al forms of-

hmatous nephriis, and where hemorrhages have
not possess ainy diastatie power, and that it is occurred in the kidneys.
fair to presume that the pancreas of the infant 4. Pale rinular casts are fou ive itersti-
at the breast i the sane condition. For tHiae n n e
reason farinaceous food cannot be digested bypancy tosepii.

acte an croicprenchyý,matous nephritis.

young infants, unless some artificial nieans be th lar rwo cast s are generalry
employed. M alt extracts being infusions of degn e t ed n d f a etary.

inalt concentrated to the consistency7 of syrup rarely iii interstitial nepliritis.
or molasses, by evaporation (containing ne aoe . Bloo casts are found nacut parnc

value as food than an equa amunt of syrup), cvried m ts disease, and attend either of the three
the diastase exists only in sniall quantity. As ouriin theal for id.
to malt infusion, it possesses powerful diastati 7. Ol casts are found in sub-acute and bro-
properties. It is made as follows: Three ounces nie forms of Brights disease, and attend either
of crused malt are very tnorughly mixed by p rinciat fers.s

young ~ ~ ~ ~~ o inatules-oeariiilmenee 5 Dairk grinanl casts arbfund ine parn-,

a semle.taltng baîf a pint cf coul water merous in chroni parenchyeoatous nephritis
the mixture is allowed to remain from twelve (fatty kidney).

te iften eur, ad ten assd trogh filter- 8. Fiee fatty oeils and free oil-drops are,
ing paper until it co res tirouih perfectly brig t. W ax c asts are yf oud onl hr oic

It is rich in diastase, and eqntains maltose in 9. The form cf fatty oeil known as the cr-
comsiderable quantity. As it is subje t tes fer- Pund granular celis found in acute and chronie
mentation, it sheuld be freshly prepared each parenchymatus nephritis.-Oio Recorder.
day, or it may be preserved by adding a few
dros cf clorofore to the infusion and keepig
it well crked. Dr. tpoberts thinks tat the

ingTn paper-PIOIITS.I until itcmehruhpefctybrgt

maIt preparation sill prove cf more service if

conideabl quantity.el As ite is subjecte to fer

,taken with the foodi than after the meel, ns, by reîapsing fever is due te the entrance into the",'
se doin , it will become throughly mixed with b clan-

nico fms fBight's diseasend eate eirb

the food. An excellent way cf administerin g ism th further proof f this, we are informe-
mait infusion is by acldinh one tespoonfl tn rit

(fy heiodn). a ecrJau yl

haif a* pint cf gruel. In conclusion, lie speaks180thtankeCrriIda asn-

8.0 Free fattycell Catr nd free i-dop harein-,

f the liquor pancreatius, made by infsind n h i cmo s erit
drps cf chores toth ifsn panc k en gf n frin

palt pf respation wi proven t of ore er if

theloo food.ein .Anm excellen wayofdmiistrin
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TRACHEOTOMY IN DIPHTHERlA AND
CROUP.

BY GEORGE BUCHANAN, A.M., M.D.

Professor of Cliiiical Surgery in tho University of Glasgow.

The following case is recorded, because it af-
fords some lessons which can never be too often
enforced. In speaking of my experience in
tracheotomy, I have sonetines been met with
tie observation, that no doubt some of my cases
have been examples of simple spasmodie croup,
and that, if I had waited longer, the fits would
have passed off and the child recovered without
operation. But, in reply, I can say that in
most if not in all the cases the child was ap-
proaching or had actually arrived at a stage
when life could no longer be supported wvithout
an additional supply of air to the lungs, what-
ever was the cause of the necessaryquantity
being prevented from entering. Secondly, sin-
pie spasmodie croup, or laryngismus stridulus,
is a very rare affection; indeed, I have never
Seen it anong the cases of approaching suffoca-
tion to which I bave been called. Thirdly-and
this is the point on which I wih to insist, be-

case it is of practical importance-in all cases
Of croup and tracheal diphtheria there is an ele-
ment of spasi, intermittent, sometimes with
long intervals of relief, which leads to the beliof
that the obstruction is not permanent, but only
Occasional, and often causes the operation to be
too long delayed. As the disease advances, the
Spasmis become more frequent, and end in a
continuous obstruction, which then, but often
too late, is recognized as depending on mechan-
ical narrowing of the trachea.

of course, it is faniliarly known that the
suoainof croup and diphtheria may depend

01n two ý'different conditions. First, it may be
51msed by the obstruction being situated in the
trchea and larynx; second, it may depend on

escid secretion extending down into the
rotJchi and smaller bronchial tubes, thus stuff-

Up the lungs and preventing either the free
res or egress of air. To either of these

ýf1itions the element of spasm nay be added;
this is often the most proninent and

feature, it may mask either of the

other two, or render it difficult to decide which
is the real essence of the disease.

But I have long ago pointed out a diagnostic
mark which cannot be too frequently insisted
on and promiulgated, and which is the only true
means for enabling us to decide when tracheo-
tomy is justifiable and when it is not --viz., the
respiratory movements as seen by observing the
naked chest. When the obstruction is situated
in the trachea or larynx, the lungs remaining
normal, the efforts of the child to obtain breath
are painfuilly visible by the powerful drawing
inwards of the ensiform cartilage, the intercostal
spaces, and every elastic part of the chest-wall;
showing the thirst for air, and the capacity of
the lungs to receive it, if only it could gain
entrance. But when the srnaller bronchial
tubes are full of viscid and perhaps pseudo-
membranous effusion, the movements of the
chest-wall are impeded ; the cbest is puffed out
like eE affected wii c'hroiiu enphysema of the
lung, and heaves in a mass with difliculty.

In the first of these cases, tracheotomy affords
instant relief-oftenî permanent-and ultimate
saving of life; in the second, if unfortunately
it be performed, it affords at best a temporary
and short interval of repose, if even that, and
only when the element of spasm is present.

It will be seen that in these féw remarks I
have avoided all reference to the disputed ques-
tion as to the identity or non-identity of croup
tud diphtheria. I leave that to those wio, as
generàl practitioners, sec the diseases in their
early stage. As a surgeon, I an only concerned
with cases in which it is probable that trachco-
tomy may be required. My reiarks apply to
all cases, whatever may be the original malady,
in which it appears nearly certain that the pa-
tient will die of suffocation from obstruction sit-
uated in the larynuc or trachea unless a froc
supply of air is obtaLied by tracheotomy. And
I bave before given the diagnostic mark on which
I now invariably rely in deterirmining whether to
perform or refrain from performing tracheotoiy.

I shall now give a short report of my last
case. Peabody Grierson, a boy aged 8, in pre-
vious good health, a stout well-formed boy, on
Satarday, November 15th, 1879, began to coi-
plain of his throat, with a slight tickling cough
coming.at intervals, with some slight feeling of
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choking. On Sunday, the 16th, Dr. Pirie was
called, who detccted incipient croup by the fe-
verI fiushed face, pain in the neck, and a crow-
ing sound wilt 1 the caugh, which came at inter.
vals. Ipecacuan, niustard blisters, steam in the
apartment, were kept up till Monday at 8 A.M.,
when I saw the patient with Dr. Pirie. The
spasms, though severe, were not frequent; and
in the intervals the breathing was fairly normal,
so we determined to delay changing the treat-
ment for some hours. In the afternoon it be-
came quite evident that the spasms, which were
becoming more frequent and severe, were only
the reflex effect of a permanent obstruction in
the trachea. At no time was there any inflam-
mation, swelling, or false membrane to be seen
on tonsil, palate, or fauces. The agony of the
little sufferer was very painful to witness, and
the diagnostic mark of the powerful indrawing
of the intercostal spaces was as characteristic as
I ever saw it. I sent for Dr. Pirie, and drove
home for my instruns and an assistant;

and by the time I got back the case was indeed
urgent. In fact, it seemned as if we were too
late. The lips were livid; the face pallid, and
covered with a cold sweat; the pulse flagging;
the breathing very laboured; the eyes staring,
open, and glazed; in fact, the child seemed in
articulo nortis, and I said.to his mother that I
feared it was too late. I have rarely heard a
more piteous appeal. The mother was an in-
telligent woman, who had been educated as a
nurse in Guy's Hlospital, and had afterwards
come to Glasgow Royal Infirmary, where she
for several years had charge of my emergency
ward, and where she nursed for me, to a suc-
cessful termination, one or two cases of tracheo-
tomy. She said: "I see by your face that there
is little encouragernent to operate ; and, if you
think there is no hope, do not do it ; but, if you
think there is any chance of success, as death
is fast approaching, for the love of God, try to
save my boy."

I operated without chloroform, as the child
was rendered almost insensible to pain by the
carbonization of the blood. The white rings of
the trachea were rapidly exposed in the bottom
of the wound, and a free incision was made into.
the tracheal tube. This was followed by the
usual result-a struggle, a forcible expiration,

during which shreds of tough membrane and
viscid mucus were expelled. Presently the
breathing became quiet. During this time, the
lins Of the vound in the trachea were held apart
by the opened blades of a dressing-forceps. The
silver tube was easily introduced, and the littie
patient was left breathiig calmly and easily.

He remained very well during the night;
but next morning, at 7 o'clock, I was called. The
breathing through the tube had become rather
obstructed and whistling: the inevitable sign
of a dryness of the tracheal secretion.. I
passed into the tube a soft feather well moist-
ened witli tepid water, and mopped out the
lower end of the outer silver tube and the tra-
chea itself, whden a convulsive cough took place,
aud a large piece of a membranous cast of the
trachea vas expelled through the tube with
great force. I now directed the mouth of the
tube to be kept constantly covered with a bit
of honeyconb-sponge wrung out of hot water,
which I find by far the most effectual way of
moistening the entering air. After this there
was no more trouble with the case. The tube
was removed on the eighth day, and the child
made an excellent recovery.

STATISTICs oF TRACHEOTOMY.-I have now
performed this operation for croup and dipithe-
ria fifty times. I have entered as cases ai diph
theria all such as had an effusion of white false
membrane on the tonsils, palate, or fauces.

Total tracheotomies, 50 ; cured, 19; deaths, 31.
Tracheotomy in croup, 17; cured, 7; deaths, 10.
Tracheotomy in diphtheria, 33; cured, 12

deaths, 21.

REsULT.-Taking the whole of the cases,
the result is, tLat nearly two out of everyive
operations were successful; and, as the opera
tion was nevér performed unless there was no:
hope of recovery otherwise, it may be fairly
stated that the lives of these nineteen childre
were saved by tracheotomy.

The primary object of the operation is
prevent death from obstruction at the entrance
of the air-passages. Opponents of surgical in
terference are very mucli in the habit oi s2I
ing as though the operation had ever
proposed for the treatment of croup and
consequently it was discredited altogether
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patient died. It cau never be too forcibly im-
pressed on the professidnal as well as on the
public mind, that the primary object of the

Lperation has nothing whatever te do with the
progress of the disease. IL is only proposed
for the purpose of meeting one of the compli-
cations-certainly the most fatal-namely, ste-
osis about the larynx. If that complication

be niet and overcome, the operation deserves
full credit, even though the patient may subse-
quently succumb to influences which sargery
may be powerless to encounter. The sur-
geon who is called upon to catheterise in a
case of retention of urine in fever, does not even
dreamu that he is thereby treating the general
disease. He who has to puncture the bladder
in a case of acute retention in stricture or en-
larged prostate, docs not think that lie thereby
treats those affections. He only interferes to
relieve a symptom which te knows will be fatal
unless operation be resorted to; and ie would
not feel himaself instifiedin tmain« the pro-
cedure because the patient might subsequently
sink imder the original disease. But this is the
style of argument generally used against us
when wo lose a patient who bas been operated
on.-Britishl Medical Journal.

POINTS IN THE SURGERY OF THE
URINARY ORGANSWHICH EVERY
PRACTITIONER OLGHT TO KNOW.

At the neetiu« of the Harveian Society of
l endon, April lath, 1880, Mr. Teevan read a
paper on the above subject, an abstract of which
was published in the Medical Press and Circu-
lar April 28th, 1880:

Thefirst point lie brought before the Society
was, that retention of urine in children is always
caused by a Stone, unless there is some mechan-
ical obstruction to the escape of urine, such as a
cotracted meatus or tight foreskin. Second

lt.--That incontinence of urine which is diur-
s well as nocturnal, may be caused by a cal-

,îCus impacted in the deeper portions of the ure-
h e explained low it was that in one case

ine would give rise to retention, and in the
trincontinence. When a calculus was
meaus internus it was accurately and

raced by the sphincter,. so that no

urine.could escape. When, however, the stone
advanced lialf an inch furtier forward, it acted
as a gag and prevented the sphincter from clos-
ing, so that the water dribbled away along the
sinuosities in the calculus. Phird Point.-That
incontinence of urine in boys may be caused by
a congenitally-contracted meatus. If the urine
could not escape freely in the act of micturition,
reflex irritation was set up, and dribbling took
place. Fourth 1oint.-That dribbling of urine
in men signifies retention, not incontinence. Hfe
explained the apparent paradox, showing how in
cases of enlarged prostate or stricture, the pa-
tient always left some urine behind after each
act of mieturition, which gradually accumulatéd,
the over-distended bladder not being able to
contract on its contents, the action of the
sphincter being still perfect. At last, however,
the sphincter became weakened a little by great
pressure, and leakage followed, so that urine was
always dribbling away. Fifth Point.-That if,
when a catheter was passed in a uan, the
was expelled with great pain and violence, not
only through the instrument, but in streams by
its sides, there must be a calculus impacted in
the deeper portion of the urethra. Sixth
Point.-That it is not possible to empty every
nman's bladder with a catheter, as the organ is
sometimes sacculated. Seventh Point.-That a
gleet of more than six nonths' duration means
an incipient stricture. Eiglth Point.-Behind
an enlarged prostate always suspect a stone, as
there are in that complaint all the conditions
present for the local formation of calculus.
Ninth Point.-If a nian who complains of pain-
ful and frequent micturition is worse in the day
than at night be most likely bas a stone. Pro-
static cases were nuch worse at night than in
the day, wliereas calculus patients were most
comfortable while in bed, but when they moved
about in the day they suffered greatly from the
movements impressed on the stone. Pentlh
Point.-When a man who complained of fre-
quent and painful micturition was much worse
when riding in a vehicle or on a horse, he most
probably suffered from stone. The explana-
tions in the former point applied exactly to this
also. Eleventh Point.-Before delivering a
child,. sec that the mother's bladder is empty.
Iwelf/th Point.- f a woman had retention of
urine after childbirth, she ought to be relieved
with an elastic olivary catheter, the interior of
which was completely filled by a bougie. For
the want of thîs precaution t'h catteter often
became plugged with mucus, and cystitis was
set up by the nurse's ineffectual attempts to
withdraw the urine.
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SENILE CHANGES IN PONE.-Dr. Humphry
in illustration of the subject of so-called Senile
Changes, showed, at the Cambridge Medica
Society, a speimen of fractured neck of the,
femur, taken six weeks after the injury, from a
woman aged seventy-six. A longitudinal sec
tion section showed the bone to be well and
firmly .nited, a result owing partly to impac-
tien. He doubted whether the reparative
process was enfeebled by old age apart from
other causes. He showed also the other femur,
which did net bear out the prevalent view that
the angle of the neck becomes less in old age.
No doubt the angle of the jaw altered as the
teeth disappeared, and the curve of the back
yielded as the back muscles became weaker .
but lie knew of no evidence that any of the long
bones altered. fe had lately, with the help of
Dr. Anningson, made a number of measure-
ments of the angle at the neck of the femur at
different ages, and he found that, in a series of
bones from middle-aged subjects, the angle
varied fron 125° to 133°, and in a series from
aged subjects, it varied within the saine degrees.
In the femur of a wonman aged 103, the neck
had as wide an angle as that of a young person.
Dr. Humphry showed also, from the saine case,
the cartilages of tie ribs, which were soft to
the knife and uncalcified. He considered cal-
cification of the rib cartilages to be a morbid
phenomenon, and net incidental to old age as
such. In the case of old Parr, who died at
the age of 153, Harvey observed the costal
cartilages were quite soft te the knife ; and it
is probable that in every very old person they
remain uncalcified. The significance of calci-
fied costal cartilages is rather that the indi.
vidual will not live te a very advanced age.
In very old people there are not nany appear-
ances of disease of any kind-very few, in fact,
of what are called "senile changes." The heart
and aorta frein the saine case showed only,
slight traces of atheroma; and he would include
atheroma of arteries as another so-called senile
change which was not proper to old age as
such.-London Lancet,

AN UNDEsCRIBED FRACTURE OF THE Fi-
BULA-'M. Duplay recently brought before the
Société de Chirurgie, of Paris, two cases of an
undescribed form of fracture of the upper ex-
tremity of the fibula (La France Médicale). Both
the men had been caught in a leather driving

band. Above the situation of the upper end of
the fibula was a bony projection contiguous to
the tendon of the biceps, and imnovable. Be-
low there was a manifest depression. There
was then detachment of part of the bead of
the fibula. The diagnosis was very clear

- in both cases. In one case, at each turn
wbich the driving band caused him to make,
the outer side of his leg struck against the
wall. In one of then, who had many fractures,
there was complete paralysis of the extensorsof
the foot and the lateral peroneals, dependent on
a lesion of the external popliteal. Tie second
patient died suddenly, without our being able
te find, at the autopsy, the cause of death. We
had not hiad time to reniark in bim paralysis of
the muscles of the antero-external region of the
leg. In the speciniens exhibited from tiis pa-
tient, the nerve is seen to turn round the fracture
of the boue, so that it must have been inclided
in the lesion. In the first patient it is probable
that osseous union will be impossible, but that
nevertheless the functions may be re-estab-
lished ; it does not appear likely to be the same
with the paralysis. The patient left the hos-
pital some months after with the paralysis re-
maining, and las been heard of since as being
the sane state.-fedical Press and Circular.

NEW METHOD OF PLUGGING TUE PosTERIOR
NARES.-Dr. J. M. Spear, in the Medical and
SurgicalReporter, suggests that probably the best
impromptu device for this operation consists of
a piece of round fine-linked gold chain, slîghtly
flexible and smooth, about one-tenth of an inch
in diaineter and an inch or more long, attached
by one end to a fine waxed silk cord, a foot or
more long. If such a chain be net procurable,
a short string of metallic cylindrical beads, or
bird shot, compressed on a èord, or sinall strips
of sheet-lead wrapped. on a cord, might answer
the purpose, the essential qualities of a nasal
gravitator being sinaliness, smoothness, and
slight flexibility. After providing an in'tru:
ment, which can generally be done at any far
house, the patient is then laid upon the back,
the floor of the nose brought as near!y vertical
as may be, and the loaded end of the gravitator
lowered into the pharynx. Its arrival there
will generally be announced by coughing, retch-
ing, or clearing up of the throat. The patien,
then being brouglit to an erec, position, asiY
hawks up tie weight and carres it forward
the tongue, when the operation of plugglflo
may be proceeded with as usual, Te prT c
cability of this procedure le las hnd ocdcs
to demonstrate frequently, and he finds it n
less annoying to the patient than Bellocqa
sound or other unyielding instruments - ---
Xedical Journal.
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-TREATIMENT OF INFANT DIARRHTIE.

BY A. JACOBI, M.D.

In the first year of life it is diseases of the
digestive organs that produce the highest mor-
tality; in the second year, diseases of the
respiratory organs. To avoid this high rate of
mortality in the first year, insist on the mother
nursing, if only for a limited period, and pay
great attention to infant dietetics.

The most normal breast-milk contains more
fat than is capable of being conpletely ab-
sorbed. A good deal is eliminated unchanged.
The detritus in the fTces, which we generally
call indigested casein, is largely composed of
fat. In the preparation of artificial foods we
give too ach fat. Cream, for this reason, is
reprehensible.

Milk is not filtered blood serm, but the
transfor-1 ed celis of the gland. Unhealthy
Milk with transuded serun, and too much
butter and fat, causes diarrhea. Infants harnied
by the mother's opiate, or inßauenced by ber
taking iercury, belong to the earliest periods
oi lactation, or when the mother's healli is
deranged. Sugar, if abnortually plentiful, as
in colostrum, causes diarrhœa, and if below the
normal may cause constipation. Casein, if
lrge in quantity, will bc likely to constipate,

f it remairn undigested will produce diar-
rhaea. Goat's rnilk, as an artificial food, should
be rejected on account of the large percentage
of fatit contains. Cow's milk is improper on
account of the large quantity of butter it con-
tain from its tendency to becoine acid, and
especially from the large percentage and cha-
racter of its casein. Cow's casein is soluble in

ater in the proportion of n, and renders
he Water slightly acid. Woman's casein dis-

Solves almost entirely in water, and gives a ne-
ralaaction. Cow's casein, in artificial gastric

e takes longer to dissolve, and coagulates
ai-d dense masses. The addition of cream,

' milk is of doubtful utility. Dr. J.
h uses a mixture composed as follows

T0ae pint of- water add one-half a teaspoon-
oficinal dilùte muriatic acid ; to tbis

tadd one quart of raw, cold milk. Mix

thoroughly, and then boil for ten or fifteen
minutes. When pepsin is added to this mix-
ture, the casein coagulates in small, incoherent
particles. No cow's milk nor farinaceous
articles of diet should be administered without
the addition of chloride of sodium. Condensed
milk has been supposed to form lactic acid very
readily. Fleisclimann accuses it of producing
thrush and diarrhœa. Yet taken mixed with
a certain proportion of barley water it is good.
Daly found that children took the milk readily
and grew fat, yet showed slight endurance.

In giving cow's milk it should be skimmed,
boiled, and diluted with barley water or oat-
meal gruel. The whole barley to be boiled 'for
hoars. Where there is a tendency to diarrhea,
dilate with barley water. Where constipation
is the habit, dilute with oatmeal gruel. Gui
arabic and gelatine are also useful diluents.
Muriatic acid should be administered with the
latter. It may be necessary at times to de-
prive the child of all milk, giving him barle3
water alone, even for two or three days. Wher
barley water does not suflice, and when the
strength must be kept up, add the white of on6
egg to three or six ounces of barley water, and
add salt and sugar sufficient to make it palatable,
and give in large or small quantities, according
to circumstances. Where there is much gastric
as well as intestinal catarrh, deprive the child
of all food or medicine* for four or six hours.
They will at first suffer greatly froin thirst, but
this will soon pass off. The first meals should
then be small, and will probably be retained.
Also give plenty of cool, fresh air. Remove
undigested masses froin the intestinal tract. If
calomel be given for tiis purpose, it should be
administered in four or six grain doses, once.
No food which contains concentrated salts
should be given, as beef-tea. Avoid everything
which increases peristaltie acion, as carbonic
acid and ice. Avoid increasing the acids in the
stoinach. Use arttacids; any alkali will do, but
phosphate of lime is one of the best. Lime
water is good, but it must be remembered that
it is very dilute, and requires to be taken in
large quantities. Destroy ferments. Calomel
in sma1 doses, ý, , - grain every two or
three hours. Nitrate of silver, largely diluted,
à to IL grain in a tablespoonful of water.
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Bismutl, one-ha.lf to two or three grains every
two or thrce hours. Calm the hyperSesthesia
with very small doses of opium--frequently
repeated and watched. Alcohol acts as a
stimulant and arrests fermentation, and takes
the place of food. It is absorbed by the
stomaci, and thus gives the intestines a rest.
Reduce the amouunt of secretion by astringents.

The main indications are to neutralize acids,
reduce nervous irritability, arrest secretion, and
change the condition of the catarrhal mucous
membrane. When stimulants are necessary,
and alcohol alone does not fulfil the require-
ments, give a hot bath. Camphor stimulates
the ieart, and thougl its action is not perma-
nent, yet it is more so than carbonate of am-
monia. The dose may be from ;' to i grain
every hour or two. In collapse and great de-
bility musk is very effectual. But it is difficult
to obtain pure, and is very expensive. In
collapse, five or ten grains should be given at
once, and repeated every half-hour. More than
two or thrce such doses will net be required te

produce a result.-Condensed from Ain. Jour.
of Obstetrics.

THE ANATOMY AND PATHOLOGY OF
TWO IMPORTANT GLANDS OF THE
FEMALE URETHRA.

This is the subject of a paper by Dr. A. J. C.
Skene, in the imerican Journal of Obstetrics,
April, 1880. Dr. Skene describes two tubules
large enough to admit a No. 1 probe of thc
Frenci scale, situated one on each side, near
the floor of tie female urethra. They extend
from the meatus urinarius upward from three-

eighiths to three-fourths of an inch. These tu.
bules are parallel with the long axis of the ure
thra, and are located in its muscular wal]
beneath the mucous membrane. Their mouths
are upon the free surface of the membrane, jusi
within the meatus urinarius. The upper ends
of the tubules, as shown in specimens prepared
by Dr. F. B. Westbrook, terisinate in a num
ber of divisions which branch off into the mus
cular walls of the urethra. When Dr. Skene
first discovered these glands, he regarded them
as mîucous follicles that were accidentally ol
unusual size, but investigation in over one hun
dred subjects shows tieim te be constantly pre.
sent, Of uniform size and location.

N¶othing is known of the phiysiology of these
Iglands. Their pathology, however, is of great

practical interest. They are subject te inflam-
mation of varying intensity. In the milder
forms of infLammations tie mouths of the ducts
are enlarged and surrounded by a very narrow
bright red areola, and by pressure upon the

urethra froni behind they discharge a white
serous fluid, but this condition gives very little

trouble, and would readily escape notice. The
most important pathological condition yet

observed is a purulent and continuous inflam
mation, involving the surrounding tissues. Tise

mouths of the ducts thus inflamed are usu-

ally secn externally, and present very smaill
uicers of a yeilowisi graýy colour. The mnuceus

membrane cf thse nseatus is thickcsild( andi of a
deep red colour, and bas the gencrai. appearince2

of caruncle or J3upiiIomia. Tise lo-wer third Ôf,
tise urethra is very tender, and isý a source of,

g«reat discomnfert, which, as a rule, is net in-
creased by urination. Tise absence of dysuria
d,,istingisihes this condition frein urethritisand'
caruncle. Li inflammation of the glands their
mouths may be distiuctly seen. Iu caruncle"
of the -urethra tise discased tissue is generaily'
iimited te tise lower border of the nseatus be-
twem- tise orifices, of the tubules. A simple
caruncle, if remnoved or destroyed, rareiy retuirns.-
The vascular growvt1s about tie montbis of the
diseased, tubules, if remioved oise or more timieS,"
continue te return untiil the inflamniation ef,
the gland(s is cured. Dr Skene regardsthsa
expianatory of tise usual statemnt ditt carune
is liable te return. lu thse cases observed by
Dr. Skene, hoe beclieves tise inflamsmation te b)ave

*been caused. by gonûor*hoea, wisich persistefdil bt,
-tise glands long ssfter the original trace of tbi'~
*disease Lad disappeared. lis treatinient' bas..,;
been injection -witli tise tincture of iodine at
the passag.e of a probe coated wit-h nitrate c
silver along tise en tire deptbi cf tise tubuleès, '%ÏIii
tise injection of nitrate of silver dissolved I

water by mieans cf a isypodecrmie spige iti'
p robe-poin.ted needie. Soietimes tilse e Cae$C

-are very obstinate, and tie synip)toins-do .PDtý
fully lisappear after treatrnent, and as S0011il
tressbtmneutis snspended tiseinlm aonrtln

Dr. Skene says tisat in an obstinate cs i
would iay tise duet open, by dividing i i"
mrîthin outwards, i. e., divide tise uLrethral '''

froin tise duots into the vagina, andke ts2
wound open until it beais frora beloW. 0iit',,

* wards. He wotild treat'it as a stiin 0

C'hicago ifeclical Gazelte.
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Du. SI.s, in a reprint from the American
Journal of Obstetrice, April number, in speak-
ing of the use of the clamp in ovariotomy, says
Listerism "l has killed tho clamp, and even Spen-
cer Wells uses it no longer; or so rarely as to

" METHOD IN MEDICINE."

BY GEO. H. EMERY, M.D.
make its use quite exceptional. le uses the "Order is Heaven's first law." Au expres-
intraperitoneal ligature, cutting it off close, and s ofttimes quoted and repeated by men insinotfnsbtoe adrpae vmni

leaving the pedicle within the peritoneal cavity.
His pupils, Bantock and Thornton, who suc-
ceeded hini in " The Samaritan Iospital," in
December, 1877, adopted the anti8eptie method
then, and with it the intraperitoneal ligature,
never having used a clamp since that time,
Tius we sec the-two greatest ovariotomists liv-
ing, Spencer Wells (with bis lieutenants, Ban-
tock and Thornton), and Thomas Keith, both
treating the pedicle by the intraperitoneal
method-the one by the ligature, and the other
by the cautery, which settles forever the ques-
tion of the clamp."

Du. Sims says Keith's operation for ovari-
otony is characterized by systei. " He uses
Lister's apparatus with three jets, which works
six hours if necessary, and is placed te the left of
the patient's head, at a distance of eight or nine
feet from the seat of operation. Most surgeons
place it at the feet and to the left. By Keith's
plan the spray interferes less with the assistants,
and is not expended on their arms and elbows.
After operations, his sponges are thoroughly
washed, and then soaked for ten or twelve hours
in a solution of washing soda, which cleanses
them of blood and fibrine. Previously to ope-
ration, they are soaked in carbolized water (one
to twenty). Jast before operation they are
Trung out of a hot carbolized solution, and put
in aD tly covered tin-pail, and placed near
the fire to be kept warm till they are used."

Sis' SPECUL'UX ALWAYS AT HAND.-The
index aud niddle fingers of the riglit hand mnay
be used as a perineal retractor in place of the
ordinary Sias' speculum. They may be intro-

udced with the patient in Sims' latero-prone po-
Bion, the operator standing back of the patient,on the side of the table, in exactly the sanie
Pstion as the assistant who holds the specu-
luM 111 the ordinary way. In this manner the
eif3w and vagina may be exposed almost as wellýî br the speculum. This method of exposing

arts may be of great use when a speculum
eeded and net accessible,-in the applica-

for instance, of the tampon in sudden
orrhage, or in consultations at a distance,or. reasons not anticipated, it becomes

yto *examine the pelvic organs.-
S edical Gamette.

all the avocations of life; and yet, is it not
true that much is lost to the human family, in
both science and ait, by irregularity in the
arrangement of affairs, and want of method i
observation ? I have sometimes thought that
in no business or profession is there a greater
lack of this important element than in that of
which we are members. Early in my profes-
sional career I had many occasions for annoy-
ance at my own want of proper method of
systematizing my cases, and minutely recording
treatment; and my memory so often failed me
that it was with the greatest self-condemnation
and chagrin that I would find myself, after a
brief space of time, unable to repeat some
previously given prescription, at the request of
my patient; in fact, I had forgotten the case
as well as the prescription, and resorted to
guessing at some compound as near as possible
resembling that, that I might insidiously draw
out of my patient what my former prescription
Lad appeared like.

As the method now presented by the writer,
as original, is the result of several years'
experience, and ias been simplified so as to be
easily followed, and has been of great value to
the author as a protection and reference, and
furthermore lias been subjected to the test
of almost ten years' continuous use, I have
decided to give it through this Society to the
criticism of my conpeers, and to the profession
generally, accompanied with some arguments
on its behalf, which I trust may assist in
inaking it plain, and, if possible, attractive.
I would further premise muy systea by the
assertion that it is not an easy or indolent way
of avoiding work, nor has this been an effort
on my part to make a method of abbreviations
which will be less than I see in the many
forms of visiting lists now issued by tarious
publishing houses throughout this and other
countries, and which f deprecate as ientally
dwarfing, unbusiness-like by comparison, and
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injurious many times alike to the physician
as well as the patient; but for the purpose
of improving the physician in minuteness
of observation, protecting him from unkind
inuendos and malpractice prosecutions, and
giving him an exact and intelligent method of
referring to the experience of his past pio-
fessional life. With this object in view, I
advance this system for your consideration.
Objections on the ground of too much labour
have been raised by some, and may present
themselves to your minds, while all have con-
curred in commending the plan; but years
of experience and continued observation will, I
believe, demonstrate the truth of the aphorism,
" There is no true excellency without labour."
As I proceed, I shall endeavour to meet my
objectors by facts and arguments which I think
incontrovertible, but shall now briefly detail
the method in question. This consists in a
memorandum book (Reynolds & -Reynolds, No.
3) and a prescription book, original in style,
same size as the preceding, containing about
one hundred prescriptions, and perforated so
that a stub the sanie size as the prescription
remains in the book. I use carbon paper, cut
the size of the prescription blank; and when
I have written my prescription, have thereby
an exact copy of the original. Each of these
stubs I number, and continue the numbers

in regular rotation from book to book. My
mode of observation is as follows: I will now
suppose myself in the presence of my patient,
either by visit or in myoffice. I take out my
memorandum or case-book, write in a full

plain hand (usually in the morning, before

business hours,) the day of tie week and date

thereof (this, of course, answers for all patients
of that date); name of patient in full, with V
for visit or O for office ; then age ; on the line

below I proceed to write the prominent indica-

tions, as I propound questions and patient
answers the same. I would here state that in

my gynvecological practice I have had some

blank forms prepared, same as those described
in Prof. Thonas' valuable work on "Diseases

of Women," page 58, and which I find very
convenient for my first examination of all cases

in this department ; these I number, and after

making an entry in my case-book of the name

of patient as before, I write. At all

subsequent examinations of these cases I

use my case-book, making notes in full.

After writing all the prominent symptoms
deened necessary in each case, should I

write a prescription, I place the number

therof at the bottom of the record, oppo-
site the pulse, temperature, and respiration.

This method of keeping a reference from the
case records to the medicinal agents used is

of the utmost importance, as I shall show
further on in my thesis ; and I call your

attention specially thereto, so that you may
remember it when we come te arguments

thereon.
The symptomatical records are longer or

shorter according to the exegincies of the case,
never failing to make some memoranda of

symptoms for every patient consulting me;
in surgery especially, fractures and dislocations,

being very particular to note the action of my

patient as to obedience to my instructions, the

measurement, modes of dressing, enanges ci

saie, etc. My account books are separate, and

consist of day-book, cash-book, and ledger;
in the first of which I simply enter name and

amount, numbering each entry in regular

order, placing this number on the margin of

my case-book in red ink. I then arrange eaci

account in ledger in the usual manner, using

only the numbers from the day-book (which

also agree with the marginal numbers on mY'
case-book), and placing the amount chdrged

immediately above; this enables rue to refer

directly from my ledger to the case-book, and

speedily tell the precise services rendered a
case of any dispute, and also economize space

The day-book may be dispensed with if tic
physician choose to make lis ledger.ety

direct froin case-book.

Since and before I had established this case

recording system, I have many tines

patients, in whom I held the most unboan

confidence, dispute visits and services; a

it was ouly after I showed them the d

of services that they were convinced of h
error and willing to settle my clainJ.

I had any very definite nethod I u

discounted my bill at the dicturn of thcpatlaIit

and many times with loss and injus
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myseif. In the early years of my practice
I was often annoyed, as I before stated, by the
return of a patient, for whom I had prescribed
some weeks or months preceding, with a
request of me for a repetition of the pre-
scription then given, assuring me of its great
efficacy and excellent action. Assuming an
exceeding wise attitude, and gazing very
approvingly at my admirer, and bidding she or
he be seated, we would hold about the following
colloquy :

DocTOR.-Iem! Yes! Yes! Your name
is- (pausing for the patient to fill up the
blank, and ransacking my brain in a vain
attempt to remember that I had éver seen the
party before.)

Smitb, rejoined the patient.
DocToR.-Oh yes ! Mrs. Smith, you were

suffering with headache.
MRs, SMITH.-No, Doctor; it was a difficulty

in my bladder.
DocToR.-Yes ! Yes ! I remember. Iow

long is it since I saw you i
MRs. SmT.-About six weeks.
DocToR (pulling out my visiting list, and

slowly turning the pages, continues),-Did
you pay for your prescription, Mrs. Smith?

Mas. SmT.-Yes ; I gave you a dollar.
(Of course, at this point all hope sank, for I

always put my cash practice in my pocket,
without note or comment, but I continued)-
The medicine I gave you was a white liquid,
vasn't it?

MRs. SMIT.-Oh no ! it was powders and
pills.

DocTon.-Yes! Yes ! You were taking a
Powder in the morning, and pills at dinner and
iii the evening.

Mrs. SMTH.-No, Doctor ! a pill morning
and evening, and a powder at dinner.

ocTo.-Yes ! Yes! Exactly!
IBy this time I had gotten about all I could

hope for, or wanted to get out of this lady, and
!trechanging the subject to the weather, &c.,

ould deliberately write a prescription for
à and powders, without any more certainty

'similarity te the previous medicine than
to the character of the inhabitants of
or Jupiter.

r8 Lisfactory mode of memorizing and

referring to previous work led me to make
a special memoranda of important cases; but
many that I considered unimportant were
frequentily those to which my attention was
subsequently called, and about which informa-
tion was requested. This led me to the method
of writing the important symptoms presenting
themselves in every case, at the immediate time
and place that I obtained the same from 'the
patien t, as before stated.

Let me, however, by some'practical illustra-
tions culled from my own experience, show the
inestimable value of the systen to those em-
ploying it.

lt. As a protection against ilFelpractice
Suits. And as these usually occur in the
department of Surgery, particularly in fractures
and dislocations, very full and concise notes
should be taken at each visit made, respecting
every duty performed.

Some years ago, after treating a patient for
compound fracture of tibia and fibula, at one
of my visits, and before leaving, I made a
request for a small amount on my bill, and left
with the usual injunction that I be sent for in
case of any unfavourable changes. The next
day, however, another physician, since deceased,
was summoned ; and without deigning to notify
me, or instructing the family so to do, he
responded. And with that child-like and bland
expression, known only to the members of our
profession, in the most confidential and sympa-
thetic manner assured the man, that if he had
not been called, and arrived at that immediate
moment, amputation would have been abso-
lutely necessary, and many other untruthful
criticisms, which helped the patient in a pur-
posed endeavour to defraud me of remunera-
tion for my services. At the appointed time
for my visit I proceeded as though I had heard
nothing of the change of physicians, and found
all my dressings altered, and neither extension
or counter-extension in use. I took full notes
of the change, and after se doing stated the
full amount of my bill. In due time I
requested settlement, which was refused, with
threats as to what would be doue in showing
publicly my ignorance if I attempted to collect
the amount; my iedical friend, of course, en-
couraging him in his position. I immediately
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commenced suit, and was answered with a,
counter-suit for malpractice. At the trial I
was enabled to detail minutely every visit and
method of treatmuent, with measurements, etc. ;
while my opponents, depending on memory,
made so many discrepancies that their attor-
neys, after two or three days' conflict, requested
a withclrawal of suit, and gave j udgment for
my 'bill in full. Nothing but my case-book
won me the suit, and prevented my reputation.
from severe injury and malicious slander. In
many similar cases that I have since witnessed
in the courts, physicians seem to be uncertain
and confused as to their treatments, and can
detail nothing with positiveness, which fact
itself shows a lack of care and attention.

2nd. As a reference whereby we may protect
the interests of our patients. This assertion I
can best prove by giving you an illustration
selected from a number of sinilar cases occur-
ring in my own practice. In 1874, while prac-
tising in Northern Wisconsin, the author was
consulted by a man with necrosis of femur,
caused by a gunshot wound received while in
the army. A number of pieces of dead bone
were removed, and, after a time, the patient
passed from my observation. About two
months since I received a letter requesting me
to detail the case, in an affidavit, for pension
purposes. I could not even recall the naie on
reading the letter; but upon consulting my
records, I found symptoms and treatment so
detailed as to revive the whole case to my
mind ; and this enabled me to give an extended
statement of the facts, thereby not only prov-
ing beneficial to the party interested, but very
gratifying to myself. Many times have such
incidents occurred in the past, but this is suffi-
cient to suggest its benefits in this direction.

3rd. As afinancial beneßît to our patients, and
a protection to life. I suppose I do not err in
making the assertion, that a principal objection
to our school of medicine, on the part of our
friends as well as those opposed to us, consists
in the expense attending the procuring of
medicine. . I further venture tie assertion,
that millions of dollars are expended annually
to procure useful and expensive medicines, of
a class that I will terra durable, and which I

place under the general head of Tonics. I say
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millions of dollars are expended annually for
such remedies, and after a few doses the bottles
are set aside, perhaps by necessity, for other,
prescriptions, or because of the convalescence
of the patient,-and thus small drug stores (as
commonly expressed) are accumulated in private
residences, without any method of referring to
the contents of the bottles, etc., on the part of
the physician, and the same medicines are

prescribed and accumulated, until the advice of
Shakespeare is followed, and the physic is
tltrown to the dogs. This waste may be almost
entirely avoided by having the initials of the

patient on the prescription and stub, with the
number on the stub; then when a prescription
is written, put the number of the stub at the
botton of the records of symptoms in the
case-book. This refers you in an exact nianner
to your line of treatment from the case-book.
(The writer hereof claims to have been the
first to have originated and applied suchr a
methol in this practical way.) You should

also always insist that the druggist mark the
initials of the patient and the date on the label,
as they find it on the prescription ; thus,
J. H. D., or Mfrs. R. T., or S. J. B.'s child,
After a time we are again consulted or sum-
noned to sce the patient, and informed that
there is some medicine left of a previous pre-
scription. Selecting it by the initials from the
accumulated iedicine of perhaps three or four
other members of the same family, I instruct

niy patient to send to my ofiice at a certain
hour; in the meantime I shall examine the pre
scription, and may be enabled to have them use

thesame mixture, suggestin g economy, etc. A fÉer

so doing I have repeatedly found the medicine
just what 1 should have prescribed had 1 writ

ten another prescription, and what had been

purchased at the cost of a dollar or more, with
frequently two-thirds of the medicine remain
ing on hand.

I believe I can truly say I have save
hundreds of dollars to my individual patrons
in this manner. I have often pitied the poo
as I have observed the waste in this direction
and must say that I believe it is Our auty
as honourable and honest man, workif
much among the sons and daughters of hoa
toil, to do everything iii our power to est yiish
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methods of economy in this direction ; and
I an fully convinced that, if the profession
adopted a system such as is here presented, vast,
sums would be saved to the people. But I
further claim that the initials of my patient
on eacli label is a source of protection to life,
by enabling the nurse or attendants to keep
medicine for different patients from being
mixed, except by carelessness on their own
part, and without the possibility of a shadow
of reflection upon the physician or druggist.
Frequently, in eacli of our practice, we are
called to a family where two or more patients
of different ages are sick at the same time,
and I have known powders and mixtures being
prescribed and obtained from the doctor or
druggist, for an adult and for a child-tbe
medicine in similar form, but of the most
terrible and deadly difference of power-and
the person administering them having nothing,
to guide them from a fearful error, except their
meiory, as to the position of the medicine
upon the table or shelf ; and, gentlemen, I
and many of you have known of the child
receiving the poison mixture or powder, and
the nurse, or administerer, condemned; butI.
have always felt and believe that the physician
or droggist who failed to mark the initials
or nane on the label vas in part culpable with
the unfortunate administerer of the dose.

4tb. As a cliecke between the Physician and
Druggist, preventing recrimination as to the
contents of prescriptions. I bave frequently
heard, the complaint made by druggists, and
have known physicians to pretend to duplicate
a prescription (where the label had beon defaced
or the bottles mixed with others, and no means
f selecting them marked thereon), when the

Patient returned to the physician, stating, "this
mXture is not like the other you gave me." He
(the pliysician) would commence a tirade on
the druggist, asserting the incompetence of the

onght cf the Mortar," and advises the
patient Vo avoid that store, &c., &c.; whereas
flirture was correctly compounded, but the

or had forgotten bis previous prescription,
the lsot ne was entirely dissimilar to the

tou can readily see that, if we have our
es of prescriptions, such prevarication

resentation is positively avoided.

And in conclusion, by combining the case book

and prescription book, in the manner described,
it produces concentration of thought, exactness
of method, and confidence on the part of an in-
telligent patient, which the author has fountd
more than repays the trouble to every honest
and earnest student in the pursuit of knowledge.
This I cannot conceive obtainable by the sys-
tem of abbreviations which I find prepared by
publishing houses in book form, and which con-
sists in giving each patient a lino, and each day
its column, making a dot for a visit to be made
and crossing it when made. Will any gen-
tleman assert that he can, after a few months
(not to say years), give therefrom any correct,
exact, or truthful account of services rendered?
You tell me this method bas too much labour.
All I can say is that while it bas more labour
than those plans whose demerits I have tried
to show by contrast, yet in every other depart-
ment and profession of life, we, with the people,
demand a similar correctness. As a proof here-
of, let us compare ours with the other learned
professions. Take the Theologian and see bis
manuscript work, or the Attorney with bis
carefully prepared brief. What if we should
say to the former, Why don't you, as a graduate
in your profession, dispense with so much work
of preparation? and to the latter, Can you not
find a nethod of abbreviation whereby yo may
avoid the trouble of writing so much about
your case? Why, the mere statement of such
a proposition would be ridiculous; and yet in
the most serious profession to the human family,
that which deals with its most weighty affairs,
namely, life and death, we find objectors to a
little labour, and those who with the stroke of a
pencil signify all they deem important to them-
selves or the patient. Does this satisfy and
enlarge the mind, and produce full approbation
of conscience? I leave you individually to an-
swer. If my method is such as to meet your
approval-and I certainly trust that it may
merit some attention and prove of benefit to
many present in their future practice-I shall
be amply repaid for preparing this thesis, and
giving it to this Society.

SEVEN medical students have died of diphthe-
ria contracted in the Hospital des Enfants-Mala-
des, Paris, during tfe past year.
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chromic acid in glycerine has been able to give
rise to a violent detonation. In this case the
solution should be made drop by drop in order
to avoid accidents.

The solution of permanganate of potash in
glycerine presents an analogous danger. Pills
of oxyde of silver have equally been able to de-
termine on the one who carried them a formida-
ble explosion. The iodide of nitrogen, which
may be formed in certain circumstances, is also
detonating. Now, in Amuerica there are fre-
quently seen prescriptions ordering a mixture
of tincture of iodine with ammonia, wvliich
necessarily form iodide of nitrogen : if the ex-

plosion is rarely produced, it is because the tri-
turation is generally made in the presence of
water, which prevents this resuilt. ln any case,
this mixture should only be made in very small
quantities. A pharmacien ought then to refuse to
fill a prescription for wbich tincture of iodine is

ECZEMA OF TIE SCALP AND NoSE.

Neumann o Vienna, in moist eczema of tle
hair and scalp, bathes the diseased. parts twice
a day with the following solution:

Venetian borax ........
Crystalized alum ......... ä5 5 parts.
Glycerine.................... 100 n

For this lotion may be substituted a poiade
thus formulated

Venetian Borax.. . grammes >i.
Dissolve in a sufficient quantity of glycerme

Mutton suet..............
White wax-ããi 25 grammes ... 513.
Olive oil .................... qs.

In eczema of the nose he introduces into th
nasal orifice suppositories, composed with

Cacao butter-80 centigrammes 12 grs.
Pure tannin-1 n 2

The tannin may be replaced by 0.15 cef
grammes (21 grains) of oxide of zic.-
JPracticien.
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.to be mixed with an ammoniacal liniment ; lie
ouglit also to refuse to make every mixture of

EXPLOSIVE MIXTURES. chlorate of potash mixed with sulphur and
nanalogous substances. Thus chlorate of potash

M. Keuffer hias publishied, in the Anntles de n. te
an* nîxedl with tannmn is dangeosad hslat Société Mledico-Chtirwrigicale de Liège, ain in- .ie ihtni s(lneos n hs

laresting S tot fedcof-Chiargiaceu de Liège, bodies ouglit only to be delivered separately, in
teresting study of pharmaceutic preparations, the case whiere the physician prescribes them in
which in certain cases, often not well marked, substance and not under the form of gargle. A
may give rise to explosions. Anongst these tooth pwder pointed ot b Pic, composed

very numerous substances we will cite only the of clilorate of potash and cachou, and used with
most important. The author, for example,

. a dry brush, would be capable of producing a
while preparing a pomade composed of clloride . .C detonation in the very mouth of the patient,
of lime, flowers of sulphur and other sub-c f r uPrice also noted danger from concentrated soli-
stances, saw small detonations produced, and o. tions of permanganate of potash in alcohol and
the entire mass entered into deflagration. water, which may be filled but never delivered
Another time, essence of turpentine having .
becu poured into a bottle in which reninined in uncorked bottles ; if not, explosion follows

tinfallibly.
some sulphuric acid,the vase burst. These ex- Chlorate of potash with glycerine aiso con-
plosions may be produced in many other·cases. stitutes a dangerous mixture. Once a gargie
A German journal reports tlat in America, prescribed by oe of the most renowned plysi-
one of the most dangerous substances, nitro- cians of New York, containing equal parts of

glycerine, is found in all the *homœopathic chlorate of potasb, perchlioride of iron and glyce-

pharmacies. The hy pophosphites may aise be the rine exploded with great violence, not in the
yp pharniacy, but in the saddle bags of the

cause of accidents. In one case, the mixture of bearer.
hypophosphite of lime, chlorate of potash and Another time, a simila- mixture exploded
acetate of iron produced a violent detonation, only some time after its T reparation, under

which burned the preparator and put his life in the influence of the rays of the sun. This time
da r Tthe explosion caused the buring of the house.

danger. The trituration of the hypophosphite Laeyteehs enntcdanepoinoalon ma be angrou wlili he sbstn îLately there lias been uoticed an. explosion of
alone may be dangerous when the substance is a powder containing chlorate of potash and
very pure. The solutions of oxydizing bodies in hydrocliiorate of morphine.--Vnion iléd. ds
glvcerine demand the greatest prudence. Thus 1XTorclst.test--prudence.-Thus-Nord Est.
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ON THE ROLE OF THE EUsTACÂIAN TUBE IN

THE PHYsIOLOGY oF AUDITION.

BY DR. EDOUARD FOURNIE.

The conclusions of a paper by Dr. Fournié
are:

1. To the number of usages generally at-
tributed to the Eustachian tube, and which are
-The maintenance of an equal tension of air
on both faces of the membrana tympani, and
the evacuation of the matters secreted, we add
a third. The tube, in our opinion, is destined
to transform the closed cavity of the tympanum
into an open cavity, for the purpose of pre-
venting the interior and exterior vibrations
from arriving through the solid parts into a
closed cavity, and there giving rise to a re-
sonance incompatible with the excellence of
hearing.

2. Contrary to the opinion generally adopted
nowadays, the Eustachian tube is always open,
and the communication of the external air
with that of the cavity of the tympanum is
incessant.

3. The external bundle of the pharyngo-
staphylin, the internal and external feri staphy-
uns, are obturators of the Eustachian tube and
not dilators of this conduit, as it is generally
professed.

4. The obturation of the tube is always but
monentary, and it is produced day and niglit
during the movements of deglutition, during
the pronunciation of certain letters, and during
Sflging.

5. The circulation of the air of the tube
and of the drum of the ear represents a kind
Of respiration, in which the obturator muscles
perform the functions of expiratory forces,
Whilst the elasticity proper to the tubal car-
tilage represents the inspiratory forces.-Gaz.
de Hup.

TREATMENT OF VAGINITIS BY IODOFORM.

ELMartineau employs in vaginitis an emul-
§On made of equal parts of iodoform and oil
cf-sweet almonds. Under the influence of the
91i, the iodoform almost entirely loses its odour,
to sneh an extent that it may be employed

thilt the persons surrounding the patient
e14g able to suspect the nature of the dressing.

CoItil. Onstantine Paul indicates another pro-
,-tb do away with the disagreeable odour of

?rmn It is sufficient simply to drop a few
dp5 cthe essence of bitter almonds upon the

N fPowder.-Gaz. des Hôp.

THE CANADIAN

A "Àonthly ,Tournal of British and Foreign Medical
Science, Criticism, and News.

To CORRESPONDENTS.-We shall beglad to re-
ceivefrom ourfriends eveeywhere, current miedical
news of general interest. Secretaries of Counly
or Territorial medical associations will oblie by
sending re.ports of the proceedings of their Associ-
a/ions to the corresponding edito?.

TORONTO, JULY, «88o.

j. & W. HORLIcK & CO.'S PREPARATIONS.-

The Infants' Food of this firm bas the best re-
putation among the leading medical men in the
States (such as J. Lewis Smith and others) as a
diet, when unfortunately tbe little sufferers have
to be put on artificial diet in that troublesome
and fatal disease, cholera infantum. We hope
that a full report of the results obtained by
its use here will be presented.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO-MEETING
OF CONVOCATION.

On Monday, June 7th, a meeting of Convo-
cation of the University of Toronto was held
in 'University College, and we are gratified to
be able to say was much better attended than
bas been heretofore the case, over seventy
graduates being present. Owing to the te-
gretted absence of the Chairman, Chief Justice
Moss, through illness, the Chancellor, Hon.
Ed. Blake, presided. John A. Boyd, M.A.,
Q.C., was elected in the place of Hon. Thomas
Moss. In reply ,to Mr. J. C. Hamilton, in
reference to the resolution passed last year,
Dr. Oldright stated unofficially that it was
the intention of the Senate to make publie its

proceedings as far as possible. A Committee,
consisting of the Chairman and Dr. Oldright,
Messis. Hodgins, Cattanach, Loudon, Gibson
and the clerk, was appointed to report on a
proposed code of rules, at the next meeting.
Mr. N. Kingsmill moved as follows -

" That a Committee be appointed to consider
the desirability of procuring amendments to
the Acts relating to the University of Toronto,
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and amongst others the amendments indicated
in the schedule.to this resolution; that the
Committee be composed of the following gentle-
men :-The Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor,
and Messrs. J. M. Gibson, H. M. Deroche,
R. HIarcourt, R. M. Wells, J. M. Buchan,
Dr. Richardson, J. C. Hamilton, J. H. Hunter,
and the mover and seconder, and do report to
the next meeting of Convocation which may be
held, general or special.

"Schedule of Suggested Amendments.-(1)
That the election of members of the Senate be
preceded by a nomination of candidates,
nominations to be made by nomination papers
signed by ten members of Convocation entitled
to vote, and to be sent to the Registrar by such
a day as will enable him to send the names of
the nominated candidates, with the names of
the ten persons nominating them, by circular,
along with the voting paper, to each graduate
entitled to vote, names of candidates to Le also
published in one or more of the Toronto news-
papers. (2) That sec. 15 of Rev. Stat., o. 210,
be amended so as to provide that voting papers
may be delivered to the Registrar at any time
between the nomination and the time appointed
for the counting of votes. (3) That in alternate
years seven and eight of the elected members
of the Senate shall retire annually, and that no
such retiring member shall be eligible for
re-election for t.he succeeding year unless he
shall have attended half the number of meet-
ings in the preceding year. (4) That all
graduates shall be ipso facto members of Con-
vocation, subject only to such rules as to payment
of fees and otherwise as Convocation may
prescribe. (5) That twenty members shall
form a quorum of Convocation. (6) That the
Barsar be required to transmit annually to the
Senate, and to Convocation, as well as to the
Lieutenant-Governor, the account mentioned in
sec. 6. of Rev. Stat., c. 211. (7) That Convo-
cation shall fix the term of office of the
chairman."

He spoke briefly in support of the various
suggestions in the resolution.

Mr. J. A. PATERSON, in seconding the
resolution, expressed the opinion that the
number of members of the Senate should be
increased.

The motion was carried.

A LEVY.

On motion of Mr. D. BLACK, the sum of $1
was fixed as the fee for the current year. A
few minutes were thereafter spent in receiving
the fees of. members, $67 Laving been sub-
scribed.

NEXT MEETING.

On motion, it was decided that the next
meeting of Convocation should be held on the

day fixed for the next College Convocation, at
7.30 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.
Mr. J. C. HAMILTON m11oVed, " That this Con-

vocation is of opinion that the rules of the
University library should be such as to allow
graduates to take books out of the library
within proper restrictions, and also that the
library should be open at least one evening
every week for the benefit of graduates or un-
dergraduates who may wish to use the same."
Carried.

SENATE LEGISLATION.

Mr. WM. HOUSTON, in accordance with a
notice he Lad given at the last meeting, moved,
"That the Senate be and is hereby requested
to furnish for the information of Convocation
copies of all statutes and general resolutions
passed by it, and now in force." The motion
was carried.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. J. H. HUNTER thought the time Lad

come when tbe University of Toronto siohli
issue an annual calendar.

Mr. W. HOUSTON gave notice that at the
next meeting of Convocation he would move
" For a Committee to consider and report upon
the question whether the bequest of the late
Richard Noble Starr, M. D., 'for the encourage-
ment of the study of the subjects of anatomy,
physiology, and pathology' has bitherto been
applied by the Senate in the nianner best cal-
culated to give effect to the devisor's intention."

Mr. W. H. VANDER SMISSEN, &r. SEAU,
and Mr. KING referred to the project of placing
an organ in Convocation Hall as worthy of the
support of graduates.

Mr. W. H. C. KERR remarked that the organ
he would like to see established vas a Univer-
sity magazine.

After votes of thanks to the Chairman and
to the railway companies for favours extended,
the meeting concluded.

THE ANNUAL DINNER.

Convocation Hall in the evening was the
scene of the annual dinner and re-uniol of
graduates, at which an exceedingly plen
evening was spent. The- hall was br-illiantlY
lighted, and the tables tastefully arranged, sO
that when over two hundred guests took their
places round the "'festive board" the scene
presented was a very striking and happY oni-.-
The chair was occupied by the ChanceIr
Hon. E. Blake, the vice-chairs by Lieut-.oI."
Gibson, M.P.P., of Hamilton, and Mr. M
Smith, of Kingston. A large number Of'
duates as well as many of our most distilgush
citizens were present. The usual loyal an
patriotic toasts were duly honoured -ad
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sponded to, the following being the speakers:-
The Bishop of Toronto, Rev. Dr. Potts, Rev.
Principal Caven, Hlon. Mr. Crooks, Mr. Justice
Patterson, Mr. Justice Cameron, Hon. Frank
Smith, Prof. Goldwin Smith, Col. Durie, Col.
Denison, Dr. Aikins, Dr. Geikie, Dr. Richard-
son,Col,,Otter,and others. "Toronto University,
and University College, Stepping-stones to the
University;" "The Honour Men," "The Ladies,"
and " The Press," concluded the programme cf
probably the most successful dinner ever held in
Toronto University. It was high time that a
more enthusiastic University feeling should be
aroused aiong the graduates, and a more
.largelyattended meeting of Convocation brought
together. We were rejoiced to see it, and hope
that annually a repetition of such a pleasant
and profitable gathering will obtain. Ve only
regret that we cannot give a fuller report; but
as our space is limited, and full reports have
appeared in the daily city press, the omission
will be less felt.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARATUS. - Jerome
Kidder, IN.D. Kidder's Electro-Medical Ap-
paratus (in general), to which was awarded,
in 1875, the Gold 1\fedal of Progress,
retains at this date its superior qualities for
electro-therapeutical purposes, and we again
recommead that the Diploma, for maintained
superiority be awarded him. Especial mention
should, however, be made of an exceedingly
compact Faradie apparatus, which Dr. Kidder
has devised during the past year. The appa-
ratus is constructed, so far a relates to the
motive powers, after the pattern of Gaiffe's
celrated machine, but the helix and rheo-
tome are peculiar to the manufacturer's larger
batteries. The merit of this apparatus con-
lists in its ingenious combination of old and
new ideas, resulting in the construction of an
ustrument which for its size gives a current
(in stren'gth and variations of quality), superior
to any other now in use. We recommend that

thilittle apparatus be awarded the medal of
speriority.

GALAo CAUSTIC AND GALVANIC APPARA-

merits of the galvano caustie appara-
ý1ere fully pointed out in the report of '76.

listrument is substantially the same in
n5traction and thermie power now, as then,

bitafter a more extended test of its merits
at better knowledge of other forms of

batteries, we agree that the one under

consideration is. entitled to the Medal of
Superiority. Concerning the constant current
batteries, nothing can be said further than was
given in the report of last year.

IWDiploma for Maintainecd Superiority.-
For Electro Medical Apparatus.

ieThe Medal of Superiority.-For an ex-
ceedingly compact Faradie Apparatus.

g -The Medal of Superiority.-For Galvano
Caustie and Galvanie Apparatus.

A true copy of the report on ßle.
JoHN W. CHAMBERS, Sec.

Copy of the Judges' Report in Department
III, Group 5, Division B, at the 46th Exhibi-
tion of the American Institute, held in the City
of New York, October and November 1877.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASsOCIATION-WILLIAM
WOOD & Co.'s ExcuRsIoN.-This well-known
publishing house gave an excursion to the
del egates to the American Medical Association,
round and throdgh the harbour of New York
to Brighton Beach, Coney Island, and return.
We regret that we were -unable to accept their
kind invitation to participate in suc.h an enjoy-
'able and hospitable part of the amusements
provided by the New Yorkers for their visitors.
The meeting appears to have been well
attended, and well provided with intellectual
and other entertainments.

LACTOPEPTINE.-This valuable preparation
has become so well known that we need scarcely
call attention to its usefulness in all varieties of
dyspepsia. It has also gained a high reputation
in cholera infantuim, so prevalent in our hot
months, and in that other troublesome complaint
that is all in season-~vomiting of pregnancy.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. - ANNUAL CoM-
MENCEMENT PoP CONFERRING DEGREES, RON-
OURS, &c., was held on June 8th, and, as usual,
largely attended. Pleasing incidents this year
were the presentation by the graduates to the
Senate of a portrait of Dr. McCaul, the de-
livery of a brilliant speech by the Chancellor,
and the fact that a lady this year had carried
off scholarships in Modern Languages and
General Proficiency. It is almost needless to
remark, in conclusion, that Il Old Grimes " was
present in full force.
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NEwsPAPER LAWs.-We call the special at-

tention of postmasters and subscribers to the
following synopsis of the newspaper laws :-1.
A postmaster is required to give notice by letter

(returning a paper does not answer the law)
when a subscriber does not take his paper out
of the office, and state the reasons for its not
being taken. Any neglect to do so makes the
postmaster responsible to the publishers for pay-
ment.

2. Any person who takes a paper frora the
post-office, wvhether directed te his name or
another, or whether lie has subscribed or not, is
responsible for the pay.

3. If any person orders bis paper discon-
tiued, he must pay all arrearages, or the pub-
lisier may continue to send it until payment is
made, and collect the whole amount, whether it
be taken from the office or not. There can be no
legal discontinuance until the payment is made.

4. If a subscriber orders his paper to be
stopped at a certain time, and the publisher
continues to send, the subscriber is bound te
pay for it if he takes il out of the post-office.
The Iaw proceeds upon the ground that a man
must pay for what he uses.

5. The courts have decided that refusing to
take a newspaper and periodicals from the post-
ofice, or removing and leaving then uncalled
for, is prima facie evidence of intentional fraud,

WILLIAM WARNER & Co.-The pis Of this
celebrated Philadelphia firm are elegant phar-
maceutical preparations. They are well sugar-
coated, and keep for years without becoming
hard and inert. This firm has also become well
known as manufacturers of Ingluvin, so useful
in gastrie troubles. We have used it fre-
quently with satisfactory results, and can there-
fore recommend it.

Annual Report of the Kîingston Asylum /or

the Insane, for the year ending September 30th,
1879.

Time of Conception and Duration of Preg-

nanciy. By GEORGE J. ENGELMAN, M.D., St.

Louis.

Third Annual Annouicenent of the Dental

Department of the University of Pennsyvania,

1880-Si.

Ovarian Tunours : At what Stage of the

Disease is it the Proper Time to Operate ? By

En'wÂRD BoncK, M.D., St. Louis.

On Fluid Extracts, as proposed for the

coming PhtarmaccopSia. Reprint from Thera-

peutic Gazette, April 15th, 1880. Detroit:

George S. Davis.

Investigation of the .Albany Medical Colege.q

Report of the Special Committee of the Comrnos
Council of the City of Albany, on the Aftair

of the Albany Medical College and t/ce Remoud

of Dr. John Swinburne.

The Population Question at the Medical So

ciety of London ; or, the -Mortality of the Rich

and Poor.-A paper read at the Society, With
the debate. Edited by CHARLEs R. DRYSDALE,

M.D., Senior Physician to the Metropolitan

Free Hospital of London, and Physician to the

Rescue Society.

The Principles and Practice of Gyncecolo9Y BY

TEomAs ADas EmMiT, M.D., Surgeon t

the Woman's Hospital of the State of New

1 *Y ork. Secouct IEctition, thorougwy -

UNIVERsITY COLLEGE, ToRONTo.-Professor
Daniel Wilson has been appointed to the Hart and %wlinson 1880.
vacant Presidenoy ; and Mr. Warrand, of Mag-in te
dalene College, Oxford, takes the Classical second edition ef this admirable book, of
Professorship. we had. occasion se favorabiy te speàk a

ago. This edîtion lias been carefuilY,-revd
Our thanks are due to Dr. Thomas Pyne, and we can wish the author and Uspu15,

Registrar Ontario Medical Council, for his nothin- botter than that by an equ5WY;1PI
nover-failing courteous accedance to our re-
quest for information about such Ccuncil sale as met the first edition a tlird rnY
matters as cousd properly beo oade public. a b required.
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jfontreal General Hospital Reports, Clinical an

Pathological. Edited by WILLIAM OSLER,
M.D., M.R.C.P., London. Vol. 1. Mon-

treal: Dawson Bros., 1880.

These reports are dedicated to the veteran

Chairman, George W. Campbell, A.M., M.D.,
LL.D. The volume is well got up, is the first

of its kind issuing from a Canadian institution,
and is most creditable to its talented editor
and to the medical staff. We trust its publi-

cation will stimulate the trustees and medical
men of other hospitals throughout the Do-
minion to promote their usefulness to science by
adopting some similar method.

E4jesight: Good and Bad. A Treatise on the
Exercise and Preservation of Vision. By
R. BRUDENELL CARTER, F.R.C.S. London:
Macmillan & Co. Toronto: Willing &
Williamson, 1880.

The author says in bis preface-" A large

portion of the time of every ophthalmic consul-
tant is occupied, day after day, in repeating to
successive patients precepts and,injunctions
which ought to be universally known and
understood. The following pages contain an
endeavour to make these precepts and injunc-
tions, and the reasons for them, plainly in-
telligble to those who are most concerned in
their observance."

Mr. Carter bas more than fulfilled his task,
and las given to the laity the best manual in
many respects yet written specially for them.
Other works of the kind cover much the same
ground, but Mr. Carter has discussed his sub-
jet with greater minuteness.

4de to the Practical Examination of Uine.
For the use of Physicians and Students.

AMEs TysoN, M.D. Philadelphia:
indsay & Blakiston. Toronto: Hart &

Rawlinson, 1880.

That dhis littie work has been well received
Ytous to whom it is addressed is evidenced

hving attained to a third edition.
Tect-matter is well condensed, and yet

orative tests are given for all the principal
é Oâeand inorganie constituents of the urine.

opens with a very short description

of the secretion of urine, then takes up the gein-
eral physical and chemical characters, and then
studies the constituents of the urine in health
and disease, devoting a large part of the work
to the organie constituents. The remarks on
Urinary Deposits are good, and in the micros-
copic search for casts a hasty judgment is depre-
cated.

The work is made up in portable form, and
the paper and typograpby are good.

Clinical Lectures on the Diseases of Women.
By J. MATTHEWS DUNCAN, M.D., LL.D.,
F.R.C.S., &c. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea;
Toronto: Hart & Rawlinson. 1880.
This is one of the most captivating books we

have read in a long time, and we do not won-
der at the enthusiasi with which bis students
always speak of Matthews Duncan But while
we are charmed with its racy style, we feel
somewhat disappointed h the natter.

The book consists of nineteen lectures, deliv-
ered to bis class in St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
and most of them have appeared from tinie to
time in the medical journals, and have -gener-
ally been very highly praised.

The first lecture is on " missed abortion, that
condition in which the fotus dies, the symp-
toms of pregnancy cease, where the liquor
amnii either escapes or becomes absorbed, leav-
ing the fotus in a macerated or mummified
condition, rolled up in its membranes, and
retained in the uterus for weeks or months
after its dôath," when it may so impair the
woman's health that means have to be taken to
secure its expulsion. This lecture is full of
interest, and touches upon many other maatters
only indirectly connected with the subject of
the discourse.

The second lecture, on abnormal pelvis, does
not display the author's usual clearness, either
as to the results of pelvimetry or the directidns
for its practice. Indeed, we think he fails to
show that pelvimetry is either positively reli-
able or practicable in just the cases in which
it would be most useful; that is, in those cases
of very moderate contraction 'or deformity in
which the induction of premature labour would
afford the best chance of saving both mother
and child, for he says that in these cases the
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measurenient can only be taken after the con-
clusion of labour.

In the third lecture, cata rrh of the cervix uteri,
is discussed in his usual clear and decisive man-
ner. He very justly disapproves of the term
" ulceration of the womb " as applied to that
red granular state of the os uteri so often asso-
ciated with chronic inflammation of the lining
membrane of the cervix. le is very graphie
in bis account of the disease and its symptoms,
although a little indefinite when he says,
" a glairy albuminous crystalline, or slightly
opaline discharge, is scarcely to be called
morbid." In regard to the treatment, lie
justly disapproves of strong vaginal injections,
but gives an - implied approval of the solid
nitrate of silver, which is to be passed into the
cervix every third or fourth day; but lie says,
" If after say about ten such applications the
case is not cured, the practitioner should give
it up as not amenable to the method," and -we
heartily agree -with hini. He recommends zinc.
alurm for the milder, and caustie potash for the
more severe cases, and sometimes the actual
cautery, and with these his catalogue of reme-
dies is complete. We only hope our readers
will always find them sufficient. He very
properly says that a little redness on one hip or
around the os niay often be disregarded, as it is
not always pathological.

The fourth lecture is on ovaritis ; but it
would be heresy to doubt bis estimate of the
relative frequency of that disease with perime-
tritis and parametritis, although we think it
will hardly hold true in either private or hos-
pital practice in this country. The lecture is
well worth the careful attention of all practi.
tioners, especially that portion which deals with
examinations of the ovary.

Lectures V., VI., and VII are .de oted to
different forms of perimetritis and panametri-
tis ; and although they are results of a vast
experience, yet they are not so clear as the
writings of some of our American authors ;
and for our own part, we prefer the American
terms of pelvic cellulities and pelvic peritonitis,
as being more intelligible to the majority of
medical students.

The remaining lectures on Painful Sitting,
Aching Kidney, Irritable Bladder, Vaginismus,
Spasmodic Dysmenorrhea, ilepatie Disease in
O bstetrics, Fibrous Tuinour of the IUterus,
Cancer of the Body of the Uterus, Uterine
Homatocele, Parovarian Dropsy, Rupture of
Ovarian Cystoma, and Procidentia Uteri, we
recommend to th'e careful attention of all our
readers, as they will be found most delightful
and instructive reading, and embody the opi-
nions and teachings of one of the most popular
and experienced gynocologists of this age.

TonoxTo SeooL OF MEDICINE.-The annual
distribution of prizes given by the Toronto
School of Medicine took place at the school
buildings. 4th year.-P. I. Bryce, B.A,
Mount Pleasant ; 3rd year.-I. H. Duncan,
Goderich ; 2nd year.-I. T. Duncan, Goderich;
lst year.-W. J. Robinson, Fergus.

PARAPHIMosIs-SimpleiMode of Reduction.-
(Le Praticien.)-In very diflicult cases, where
ordinary means fail, Bardinet proceeds as fol-
lows : lie takes a hair.pin, presses the points to-
gether somewhat, and inserts the curved end

under the strangulation back of the gland. He
then applies a second and a third at intervals

around the gland; then drawing the prepuce

forward, reduces it with great facility, thé skin

sliding over the three bridges without obstrue-

tion.-Chicago Mfedical Journal.

To CHECK DENTAL HEMoRRHAGE.-Dr. E.
H. Danforth gives these directions in the )en-

tal Cosmos.- keep a piece of the very softest,
finest sponge, which I wet, and dry under pres.

sure. In a case of hemorrhage after the extrac-

tion of a tooth, I eut off a piece about one-half

the size of the crown of the tooth, and having
first rubbed the side to be inserted witb a little

nitrate of silver, I dip it into tannin; then with

the point of an instrument press it into the

socket, and hold it there until it is saturated.

It immediately adheres to the walls of the car-

ity, and if properly inserted will remain until

it needs to be taken out. I have used this

treatient over twenty years.

To GET LEECHES To PAsTEN.-Aluost every

physician las at times experienced the difficultY

of getting these animals to bite. Ti following

plan is commended, and will be found effectuai

1 in all cases when the leeches are healthy: !i
the animals into a small glass ýesse1 haif

' with water. The part of the body which is

receive them is carefully wasbed with wa

water, and the glass is quickly inverted

the skin. The leeches attach themselves

surprisiug rapidity. When all M iîàà 1à

have bitten, the glass is carefully reinoVe iPý8
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water escaping being absorbed by a sponge. If
a single leech is to be applied, the same plan is
adopted, using a test tube in place of a glass;
by this means the animal many be compelled to
bite at just the point desired.-Ohio Recorder.

A MODEL FOUNDLING HOSPITAL.-M. Broca,
at a retent meeting of the Paris Academy
of Medicine, read a very favourable report
upon the Foundling Hospital at Moscow,
Which he had visited while in that city.
M. Broca says that this hospital, which was
founded in 1764, covers five acres of ground,
and that 'infants are received into it without
any inquiry as to their origin, though the
parents are allowed to claim them back. -As
son as they are admitted they are provided
with nurses, and remain in the hospital for
three or four months, at the expiration of
which tine they are put out with their nurses
into lodgings in the country. The rate of
mortality in the hospital, whlich was about 81
per cent. at the end of last century, has now
been reduced to 25 per cent.-a result which

-1. Broca attributes in part to the spacious
and well-ventilated rooms and numerous baths
which have recently been erected, and partly
te the fact that the medical staff has been
increased to such a degree that no doctor bas
more children under his care than lie can
manage. The children are weighed every
week, and the registered weights form some
mfteresting statistical tables. There are never
ever than 3,000 nurses with infants at the
breUt in the Moscow bospital, and some
months there are as many as 11,000 infants
admitted.

Of5Lo5aAL HYDRATE AND CAMPHoR IN Toxic
H"'TIER,APEUTIC DosEs.-Dr. Simmons first

deribes )rolonged narcotism of several days'
on following the accidental ingestion
o rachis of a mixture containing equal

Parts of canplor and chloral hydrate, which
been prescribed as a local application

Seuralga The effects following this toxic
Ssuggested a therapeutie use of the

The first trial was made in a case
odial mania in the lunatic department

spital. The patient, on whom the or-

dinary routine of narcotics, including ehloral,
morphia, hyoseyamia, etc., had been frequently
tried to no purpose, experienced a quiet and
refreshing sleep of two hours after taking twenty
drops of the camplior and chloral hydrate. On
waking, he was given fifteen drops more, when
lie again fell asleep, resting for several hours,
and awaking in the condition usual to him in
the intervals of bis paroxysms. On subsequent
occasions the remedy was used in the same case,
alvays with the same happy result of cutting
short a period of several days of violent mania.
In other cases of mania, delirium tremens, etc.,
the author has found the mixture in question
able to accomplish what other sedatives secmed
powerless to do. He recommends it as a happy
combination which will effect, in doses of twenty
drops, what is altogether beyond the reach of
twenty grains of either camphor or chloral hy-
drate, administered alone.-New York ]Iedical
Journal. .

MEMBERS OF MEDICAL COUNCIL oF COLLEGE
OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF ONTARIO FoR
1880-5. TlerritorialRepresentatives :--Western
and St.Clair Division-Dr. J. L. Bray, Chathan;
Tecumiseh and Malahide, Dr. E. G. Edwards,
London ; Saugeen and Brock, Dr. Robt. Dou-
glas, Port Elgin; Gore and Thames, Dr. J. A.
Willîams, Ingersoll; Erie and Niagara, Dr.W.
McCargon, Caiedconia; Burlington and Homie,
Dr. J. D. Macdonald, Hamilton; Midland and
York, Dr. J. H. Burns, Toronto; King and
Queen's, Dr. W. Allison, Bownanville; New-
castle and Trent, Dr. . C. Burritt, Peterboro';
Quinte and Cataraqui, Dr. C.Q A. Irwin, Wolfe
Island ; Bathurst and Rideau, Dr. W. Mostyn,
Almonte; St. Lawrence and Eastern, Dr. D.
Bergin, Cornwall. Representatives elected by
the Colleges, Universities, etc.:-Queen's Colege,
Kingston, Dr. J. McCammon, Kingston; Uni-
versity of Toronto, Dr. W. H. Ellis, Toronto;
Trinity Medical School, Toronto, Dr. W. B.
Geikie, Toronto; Regiopolis College, Kingston,
Dr. D. Phelan, Kingston; Trinity University,
Toronto, Dr. E. Spragge, Toronto; (Victoria
College, Cobourg, Dr. W. H. Brouse, Prescott;
Toronto School of Medicine, Toronto, Dr. W. T.
Aikins, Toronto; Ottawa University, Ottawa,
Dr. J. A. Grant, Ottawa; Roy, Coll. Physicians
and Surgeons, Kingston, Dr. M. Laveli, King-
ston-appointments not yet received). lleniomo-
pathic Representatives:-Dr. Geo. Logan, Otta-
wa; Dr. G. Henderson, Strathroy : Dr. R J.
P. Morden, London; Dr. Elias Vernon, lam-
ilton; Dr. E. G. Husband, Hamilton,
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HOME-MADE IoUMIsS, OR METAMORPHIo

MILK.-Mr. Power, Medical Officer of H. M.
Prison, Portsmouth, has made a series of
experiments in the fermentation of milk which
appear to us well worthy of attention, since
they may have for effect the placing of this
valuable product within the reach of every-
body. After trying the action of various
ferments with little success, it occurred to him
that milk contains in itself the elements of
fermentation (casein and sugar of milk), and
that exclusion of the atmosphere and retention
of the carbonic acid produced, at a suitable
temperature, would fulfil all requirements and
yield excellent koumiss. Mr. Power's experi-
ments have, lie tells us, proved the correctness
of this supposition. Milk fresh from the cow
is put into clean soda-water bottles, filled
nearly to the top, tightly corked, and the cork
secured witi cord or wire. It is kept at a
temperature of about 70° F., and shaken every
day for ten to eigliteen days. It is fit to drink
in ten days. By keeping it beyond eighteen
days the quantity of carbonie acid becomes so
considerable that a syphon tap must be used to
decant it, otherwise the whole contents of the
bottle would escape when it is uncorked. It
can be prepared also with milk from which the
cream has been removed after standing for
twelve hours. In this preparation it is, of
course, necessary to take precautions against
the explosion of the bottles; endeavours should
be made also to secure a tolerably uniform
temperature of about 70°, and some discretion
must be used as to the length of time the milk
is allowed to ferment.

There aie probably several reasons for the
palpable defects in our clinical and other
teaching in metropolitan schools. Some we
have already indicated frequently, and -with
quite unmistakable plainness. They are the
tendency to regard hospital office and school
lectureships as the heritage of the pupils of
the particular school, and to treat them as a
sort of succession which are to be the rewards of
young men of noderate income, good staying
power, and general utility, willing to take what-
ever comes first in turn, and as ready to lecture
on botany as to teach maedical jurisprudence,

treating comparative anatomy as an intr
tion to materia medica, or a supplement to
patient practice, and the whole as stepp
stones to practice, to be leaped over wit
much speed and lightness of foot as po
until the opposite bank is gained; and
hospital lectureship and clinical teaching
all deserted together; the successful man t
his back on the student as early in life ast
sible, and the happy day is reached on w
the medical world is proudly informed
" owing to the increasing claims ofpr
practice," the happy incumbent withdrawp
ripest knowledge and most matured 8kill
the sphere of medical education. This ii
so in any other coantry in the world
which we are acquainted. The Néla
Trousseaus, Rokitanskys, and Langenbé
feel clinical teaching to be their proudest
their noblest occupation, their most delig
and fruitful duty ; they never desert it
have most of tbem died clinical teachers;
so with the Henles, the Du Bois-Reymö
the Claude Bernards, the Sappeys, the an
ical and physiological teachers of the
foreign schools. How strangely would
theory be regarded .abroad, that such scie

lectureships should be the changeable

pursuits of a life devoted really to me

practice, and aiming at medical succesÏ
popularity.-Brit. Zfed. Jour.

BIRTES.

On June 4th, the wife of Dr. McAlpine, of a s
On Sunday, May 23rd, the wife of Dr. R. B.-

of a daughter.
At Aultsville, on June 13th, the vife of

Ault, M. D., of a son.

MARRIAGEs.

At Towle, on June 16th, Dr. William Burt, of
to Janet MacHoull, eldest daughter of DavidB
hall.

On June 16th, Ross Mackenzie, to Lizze, e
daughter of the late F. L. Lizars, M.D.

DEATHS.

At Parkdale, on June Sth, Charlotte ArnOl"''
of Dr. Playter.


